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Abstract
The first author’s previous work established Solomon’s WDVV-type relations for Welschinger’s
invariant curve counts in real symplectic fourfolds by lifting geometric relations over possibly
unorientable morphisms. We apply her framework to obtain WDVV-style relations for the disk
invariants of real symplectic sixfolds with some symmetry, in particular confirming Alcolado’s
prediction for P3 and extending it to other spaces. These relations reduce the computation
of Welschinger’s invariants of many real symplectic sixfolds to invariants in small degrees and
provide lower bounds for counts of real rational curves with positive-dimensional insertions in
some cases. In the case of P3, our lower bounds fit perfectly with Kolla´r’s vanishing results.
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1 Introduction
The WDVV relation [13, 15] for genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants completely solves the classical
problem of enumerating complex rational curves in the complex projective space Pn. Invariant
counts of real rational J-holomorphic curves with point insertions in compact real symplectic
fourfolds and sixfolds, now known asWelschinger’s invariants, were defined in [19, 20] and interpreted
in terms of counts of J-holomorphic maps from the disk D2 in [16]. Two WDVV-type relations
for Welschinger’s invariants in dimension 4 were predicted in [17] and established in [5]. Similarly
to the WDVV relation of [13, 15], these relations completely determine Welschinger’s invariants of
many real symplectic fourfolds from very basic input; see [6]. Methods for computing Welschinger’s
invariants of the projective space P3 were introduced in [4, 3]. A WDVV-type relation for counts
of real rational curves without real constraints was obtained in [10]. The existence of WDVV-type
relations for Welschinger’s invariants in dimension 6 was announced in [17], but without specifying
their statements.
The present paper applies the approach of [5] to obtain two relations for Welschinger’s invariants of
real symplectic sixfolds with symmetry as in Definition 1.2. These relations yield the two WDVV-
type ODEs of Theorem 1.5 for generating functions for the disk and complex Gromov-Witten
invariants. Our ODEs (1.19) and (1.20) in the case of P3 agree with the ODEs (4.82) and (4.76),
respectively, in [1], but correct their structure for more general spaces. Unlike the relations alluded
to in [17, Rem. 4], our relations do not involve linking numbers.
The first author showed in [5] that the disk counts of [16] in real symplectic fourfolds can be
viewed as the degrees of relatively oriented pseudocycles from open subspaces of the moduli spaces
Mk,lpB;Jq of real rational J-holomorphic maps constructed in [9]. She then established Solomon’s
relations for Welschinger’s invariants of real symplectic fourfolds in [5] by lifting
(R1) a zero-dimensional homology relation on the moduli space RM0,1,2 « RP
2 of stable real
genus 0 curves with 1 real marked point and 2 conjugate pairs of marked points and
(R2) the one-dimensional homology relation on the moduli space RM0,0,3 of stable real genus 0
curves with 3 conjugate pairs of marked points discovered in [10]
along with suitably chosen bounding cobordisms Υ for them to xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq, a cut of Mk,lpB;Jq
along hypersurfaces that obstruct the relative orientability of the forgetful morphisms
f1,2 : Mk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ RM0,1,2 and f0,3 : Mk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ RM0,0,3. (1.1)
The intersections of the boundary of xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq with Υ then determine the wall-crossing effects
on the lifted relations in Mk,lpB;Jq; see [5, Lemma 3.5].
The WDVV-type relations of Theorem 1.5 for the disk counts of [16] arise from relations between
counts of two- and three-component real curves obtained by lifting (R1) and (R2) exactly as in [5];
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see Section 2.3. The lifted relations, depicted in Figure 1 on page 12, have the exact same form
as in [5] and hold without any symmetry assumption on the target, but for fixed collections of
constraints for the curves; see Proposition 5.5. The counts of curves represented by the individ-
ual diagrams in Figure 1 generally depend on the choices of the constraints. We eliminate this
dependance by averaging these counts over the action of a finite group G of symmetries as in
Definition 1.2, if such a group exists, and then split the averaged counts into invariant counts of
irreducible real and complex curves; see Section 2.4 and Propositions 5.6 and 5.7.
As noted in [1, Prop. 17], the WDVV-type relations of Theorem 1.5 are very effective in computing
the disk invariants of some real symplectic sixfolds pX,ω, φq. The disk invariants with only point
constraints agree with Welschinger’s invariants up to sign. As only some elements of H2pX´X
φq
can be represented by holomorphic curves in a real projective manifold pX,ω, φq, Theorem 1.5
and Proposition 2.1 lead to lower bounds for counts of real algebraic curves in some real algebraic
threefolds through curve constraints; see Section 2.6. In light of [12], there can be no non-trivial
lower bounds of this kind for real lines and conics in P3. However, Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 2.1
provide such bounds for real cubic curves in all cases not precluded by [12]; they are shown in
boldface in Table 1 on page 17.
Remark 1.1 Two months after the present paper was posted on arXiv, [18] provided WDVV-type
relations for the open GW-invariants constructed in the authors’ earlier papers based on algebraic
considerations. These invariants, which in general count J-holomorphic multi-disks meeting the
given cycles and some auxiliary bordered chains, reduce to Welschinger’s real invariants in the
setting of [20]. In the presence of a symmetry as in Definition 1.2, the relations of [18] in turn
reduce to those of Theorem 1.5, which we establish based on self-contained geometric considerations.
1.1 The real symplectic setting
Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real symplectic manifold, i.e. ω is a symplectic form on X and φ is an
involution on X so that φ˚ω “ ´ω. The fixed locus Xφ of φ is then a Lagrangian submanifold
of pX,ωq. An automorphism of pX,ω, φq is a diffeomorphism ψ of X such that
ψ˚ω “ ω and ψ˝φ “ φ˝ψ.
We denote by AutpX,ω, φq the group of automorphisms of pX,ω, φq. Let
H˚pXq “ H˚pX;Qq, H˚pXq
φ
˘ “
 
β PH˚pXq : φ˚β“˘β
(
,
H˚pXq “ H˚pX;Qq, H˚pXqφ˘ “
 
µPH˚pXq : φ˚µ“˘µ
(
.
For a connected component qXφ of Xφ, we denote by
Aut
`
X,ω, φ; qXφ˘ Ă AutpX,ω, φq
the subgroup of automorphisms of pX,ω, φq mapping qXφ to itself. Let
H˚pX´ qXφq “ H˚pX´ qXφ;Qq, H˚pX´ qXφqφ˘ “  β PH˚pX´ qXφq : φ˚β“˘β(,
H˚pX, qXφq “ H˚pX, qXφ;Qq, H˚pX, qXφqφ˘ “  µPH˚pX, qXφq : φ˚µ“˘µ(.
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Every element of H2pX, qXφ;Zq can be represented by a continuous map
f :
`
Σ, BΣ
˘
ÝÑ
`
X, qXφ˘
from a compact oriented surface with boundary; see [7, Lem. 4.3(b)]. The continuous mappf : pΣÝÑX obtained by gluing f with the map φ˝f from Σ with the opposite orientation along BΣ
then represents an element r pf s of H2pX;Zq. It depends only on the element rf s of H2pX, qXφ;Zq
represented by f ; see [7, Lem. 4.3(c)]. Let
d qXφ : H2`X, qXφ;Z˘ ÝÑ H2pX;Zq ÝÑ H2pXq (1.2)
be the composition of the resulting homomorphism with the obvious homomorphism to H2pXq.
We denote by
B qXφ;Z2 : H2`X, qXφ;Z˘ ÝÑ H1` qXφ;Z˘ ÝÑ H1` qXφ;Z2˘ (1.3)
the composition of the boundary homomorphism of the relative exact sequence for the pair pX, qXφq
with the mod 2 reduction of the coefficients. We call an element B PH2pXq p qXφ,Z2q-trivial if
B qXφ;Z2`d´1qXφpBq˘ “  0( Ă H1` qXφ;Z2˘.
We denote by Jω the space of ω-compatible (or -tamed) almost complex structures J on X and by
J
φ
ω ĂJω the subspace of almost complex structures J such that φ
˚J“´J . Let
c1pX,ωq ” c1pTX, Jq P H
2pXq
be the first Chern class of TX with respect to some J PJω; it is independent of such a choice. For
B PH2pXq, define
ℓωpBq “
@
c1pX,ωq, B
D
P Q.
If B is in the image of the second homomorphism in (1.2), then ℓωpBqPZ. If B is in the image of
the composite homomorphism in (1.2) and qXφ is orientable, then ℓωpBqP2Z; see [2, Prop. 4.1].
For J PJω andB PH2pXq, a subset CĂX is a genus 0 (or rational) irreducible degree B J-holomorphic
curve if there exists a simple (not multiply covered) J-holomorphic map
u : P1 ÝÑ X s.t. C “ upP1q, u˚rP
1s “ B. (1.4)
If in addition µ1, . . . , µl PH
˚pXq, we denote by
xµ1, . . . , µly
X
B P Q (1.5)
the (complex) GW-invariant of pX,ωq enumerating rational degree B J-holomorphic curves CĂX
through generic representatives of the Poincare duals of µ1, . . . , µl. This invariant vanishes unless
B lies in the image of the second homomorphism in (1.2).
A curve CĂX as in (1.4) is called real if φpCq“C. In such a case, u in (1.4) can be chosen so that
it intertwines φ with one of the two standard involutions on P1,
τ : P1 ÝÑ P1, τpzq “
1
z
, or η : P1 ÝÑ P1, ηpzq “ ´
1
z
,
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i.e. either u˝τ “ φ˝u or u˝η“ φ˝u. We call such maps u pφ, τq-real and pφ, ηq-real, respectively,
and the images of pφ, τq-real maps pφ, τq-real curves. For a pφ, τq-real curve CĂX, we denote by
RCĂXφ the image of the τ -fixed locus S1ĂP1 under a pφ, τq-real map u as in (1.4). The degree B
of a pφ, τq-real map lies in the image of the composite homomorphism in (1.2) if RCĂ qXφ.
For a subgroup G of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq, we denote by J φω;GĂJ φω the subspace of G-invariant almost
complex structures. Let
HG˚ pX´ qXφqφ˘ “  β PH˚pX´ qXφqφ˘ : ψ˚β“β @ψPG( ,
H˚GpX, qXφqφ˘ “  µPH˚pX, qXφqφ˘ : ψ˚µ“µ@ψPG(.
1.2 Disk invariants under symmetries
From now on, suppose that the (real) dimension of X is 6. The tangent bundle of an orientable
connected component qXφ of Xφ is then trivializable and thus admits a Spin-structure s for any
choice of orientation o in qXφ. We call such a pair os ” po, sq an OSpin-structure on qXφ. For
B PH2pXq and a tuple pµ1, . . . , µlq of homogeneous elements of H
2˚pXq and H2˚pX, qXφq, let
k “ kBpµ1, . . . , µlq ”
1
2
´
ℓωpBq`2l ´
lÿ
i“1
deg µi
¯
. (1.6)
Under certain conditions on B and µ1, . . . , µl, an OSpin-structure os on qXφ determines an open
GW-invariant @
µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B; qXφ P Q (1.7)
of pX,ω, φq enumerating pφ, τq-real degree B J-holomorphic curves C Ă X with RC Ă qXφ that
pass through generic representatives for the preimages of µ1, . . . , µl under the Poincare duality
isomorphisms
PDX : HppXq ÝÑ H
6´ppXq and PD
X, qXφ : Hp`X´ qXφ˘ ÝÑ H6´p`X, qXφ˘ (1.8)
as in [14, Theorems 67.1,70.2] and through k points in qXφ. These conditions are recalled in the
next paragraph. If qXφ is orientable and such curves exist, then ℓωpBq is even and thus kPZ. The
number (1.7) is defined to be 0 if kă0.
Invariant signed counts (1.7) were first defined in [20] under the assumptions that
ℓωpBq ą 0, µiPH
2pXqYH6pXq @ i, (1.9)
i.e. each µi represents a Poincare dual of a “complex” hypersurface or a point, and either
ką0 or 0 R B qXφ;Z2`d´1qXφpBq˘ Ă H1` qXφ;Z2˘; (1.10)
these counts are now known as Welschinger’s invariants. The interpretation of these counts in terms
of J-holomorphic maps from disks in [16] dropped the first restriction in (1.9) and later led to
Solomon’s observation that the counts (1.7) are also well-defined with µi PH
4pX, qXφq for some i;
see Section 2.1.
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The now standard way to drop the restriction (1.10) under certain topological conditions on pX,φq
is to include counts of pφ, ηq-curves; see [8]. Another way to do so is to count only pφ, τq-real
degree B J-holomorphic curves CĂX with RCĂ qXφ such that RC does not vanish in H1p qXφ;Z2q.
While both approaches are suitable for the purposes of Proposition 5.5, neither appears to lead to
splitting formulas as in Propositions 5.6 and 5.7 by itself. We instead pursue a different approach.
Definition 1.2 Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic manifold and qXφ be a connected component
of Xφ. A finite subgroup G of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq is an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq if G acts trivially
on H2pXq
φ
´ and some element ψPG restricts to an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of
qXφ.
As explained in Section 2.2 and summarized by Proposition 1.3, an averager leads to pairwise
cancellations of certain curve counts and yields well-defined counts of pφ, τq-curves even if the
condition (1.10) does not hold. An averager also leads to the splitting formulas of Propositions 5.6
and 5.7 and thus to the real WDVV equations of Theorem 1.5 in Section 1.3. An averager for P3
is generated by a real hyperplane reflection; see Section 2.2.
Proposition 1.3 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real symplectic sixfold, os is an OSpin-structure
on a connected component qXφ of Xφ, G is an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq, and J PJ φω;G.
(1) For all B PH2pXq and lPZ
ě0, there is a multilinear symmetric functional@
¨, . . . , ¨
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G : H2˚pXq‘l ÝÑ Q (1.11)
enumerating pφ, τq-real degree B J-holomorphic curves CĂX with RCĂ qXφ and satisfying@
¨, . . . , ¨
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G “ 0 @B RH2pXqφ´, (1.12)@
µ, µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G “ xµ,By@µ1, . . . , µlDφ,osB; qXφ;G @µPH2pXq. (1.13)
(2) Let B PH2pXq and lPZ
ě0. If either
B is p qXφ,Z2q ´ trivial and 1
2
ℓωpBq ”
ˇˇ
ti : µi PH
4pXqu
ˇˇ
mod 2 (1.14)
or µiPH
2pXqφ`‘H
4pXqφ´ for some i, then@
µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G “ 0.
Remark 1.4 The OSpin-structure os for an orientation o on qXφ naturally determines an OSpin-
structure os for the opposite orientation o; see [7, Section 1.2]. By the proof of Proposition 1.3 in
Section 6.2, the first condition in (1.14) can be replaced by the existence of ψPG restricting to an
orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of qXφ such that ψ o˚s“os. Such a ψ does not exist in the case
of P3, but does exist in the case of pP1q3 with the two natural involutions specified in [6, Section 5].
By (1.6), the second condition in (1.14) means that the number k of real point insertions is even.
As explained at the end of Section 2.5, the condition of Definition 1.2 implies that the natural
homomorphisms
ι˚ : H2
`
X´ qXφ˘ ÝÑ H2pXq and r : H4`X, qXφ˘ ÝÑ H4pXq (1.15)
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restrict to isomorphisms
ιG˚ : H
G
2 pX´
qXφqφ´ «ÝÑ H2pXqφ´ and rG : H4GpX, qXφqφ` «ÝÑ H4pXqφ` , (1.16)
respectively. For homogeneous elements µ1, . . . , µl of H
2˚pXq, let
rµi “
$’&’%
r´1G pµiq, if µiPH
4pXqφ`;
0, if µiPH
4pXqφ´;
µi, if µiRH
4pXq.
We define @
µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G “ @rµ1, . . . , rµlDφ,osB; qXφ . (1.17)
The numbers (1.17) depend on the G-invariant subspace
H4GpX, qXφqφ` Ă H4pX, qXφqφ`
or equivalently on the G-invariant subspace
HG2 pX´
qXφqφ´ Ă H2pX´ qXφqφ´.
However, these numbers do not depend on the choice of an averager G which acts trivially onH2pXq
if the subspace of H4pXq spanned by the cup products of the elements of H2pXq contains H4pXqφ`.
In particular, the disk invariants of pP3, ω3, τ3q provided by Proposition 1.3(1) are independent of
the choice of G.
1.3 Main theorem
Let pX,ω, φq be a connected compact real symplectic sixfold. Define
d : H2pXq ÝÑ H2pXq
φ
´, dpBq “ B´φ˚pBq,
Λφω “
 
pΨ: H2pXq
φ
´ÝÑQq :
ˇˇ
tB PH2pXq
φ
´ : ΨpBq‰0, ωpBqăEu
ˇˇ
ă8 @E PR
(
.
We write an element Ψ of Λφω as
Ψ “
ÿ
BPH2pXq
φ
´
ΨpBqqB
and multiply two such elements as powers series in q with the exponents in H2pXq
φ
´. Choose a
basis µ‹1 , . . . , µ
‹
N for
H0pXq‘H2pXqφ´‘H
4pXqφ`‘H
6pXq (1.18)
consisting of homogeneous elements. Let pgijqi,j be the NˆN -matrix given by
gij “
@
µ‹i µ
‹
j , rXs
D
and pgijqij be its inverse. For a tuple t”pt1, . . . , tN q of formal variables, let
µ‹t “ µ
‹
1 t1`. . .`µ
‹
N tN .
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Suppose in addition that os is an OSpin-structure on a connected component qXφ of Xφ and G is
an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq. For B PH2pXq, k, l PZě0, and homogeneous elements µ1, . . . , µl of
H2˚pXq, define
@
µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B,k;G
“
$’’&’’%
xµ1, rptsy, if pB, k, lq“p0, 1, 1q, µ1 PH
0pXq;
xµ1, . . . , µly
φ,os
B; qXφ;G, if B‰0, µiRH0pXq @ i, k“kBpµ1, . . . , µlq;
0, otherwise.
We extend the GW-functional x. . .yXB and the open GW-functional x. . .y
φ,os
B,k;G linearly over the
formal variables ti.
We define Φφω PΛ
φ
ωrrt1, . . . , tN ss and Ω
φ,os
ω;G PΛ
φ
ωrrt1, . . . , tN , uss by
Φφωpt1, . . . , tN q “
ÿ
BPH2pXq
φ
´
lPZě0
˜ ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
@
µ‹t , . . . , µ
‹
tlooooomooooon
l
DX
B1
¸
qB
l!
,
Ωφ,osω;Gpt1, . . . , tN , uq “
ÿ
BPH2pXq
φ
´
k,lPZě0
@
µ‹t , . . . , µ
‹
tlooooomooooon
l
Dφ,os
B,k;G
21´lqBuk
k!l!
.
By Gromov’s Compactness Theorem and the assumption that φ˚ω “ ´ω, the inner sum in the
definition of Φφω has finitely nonzero terms. For the same reason, the coefficients of the powers of
t1, . . . , tN , u in Φ
φ
ω and Ω
φ,os
ω;G lie in Λ
φ
ω.
Theorem 1.5 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a connected compact real symplectic sixfold, os is an OSpin-
structure on a connected component qXφ of Xφ, and G is an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq. For all
a, b, c“1, . . . , N ,ÿ
1ďi,jďN
`
BtaBtbBtiΦ
φ
ω
˘
gij
`
BuBtjΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
`
`
BtaBtbΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘`
B2uΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
“
`
BtaBuΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘`
BtbBuΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
, (1.19)ÿ
1ďi,jďN
`
BtaBtbBtiΦ
φ
ω
˘
gij
`
BtcBtjΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
`
`
BtaBtbΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘`
BtcBuΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
“
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
`
BtaBtcBtiΦ
φ
ω
˘
gij
`
BtbBtjΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
`
`
BtaBtcΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘`
BtbBuΩ
φ,os
ω;G
˘
.
(1.20)
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2.1-2.4 outline the main steps in the proofs of Propo-
sition 1.3 and Theorem 1.5, pointing out the key similarities and differences with the fourfold
case treated in [5]. Section 2.5 discusses the implications of Theorem 1.5 for the computability of
the disk GW-invariants of real symplectic sixfolds. Section 2.6 obtains non-trivial lower bounds
for counts of real rational curves in P3, including with line constraints. The relevant intersection
theoretic notation and conventions are specified in Section 3. Section 4 describes orientations for
subspaces of the Deligne-Mumford spaces M
τ
k,l and properties of the hypersurfaces Υ in M
τ
1,2 and
M
τ
0,3 that play a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.5. Section 5 sets up the notation for moduli
spaces of stable maps and their subspaces, states the propositions that are the main steps in the
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proof of Theorem 1.5, and deduces this theorem from them. The proofs of most of these proposi-
tions are deferred to Section 6. We focus on the geometric situations when virtual techniques are
not needed, but the reasoning fits with all standard VFC constructions and thus extends to real
symplectic threefolds pX,ω, φq with spherical classes B such that ℓωpBq“0.
2 Outline of the proof and applications
2.1 Disk invariants
Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic manifold, qXφ be a connected component of Xφ, k, l P Zě0,
B PH2pXq, and J PJ
φ
ω . We denote by
Mk,lpB;J ; qXφq ĂMk,lpB;J ; qXφq
the moduli space of pφ, τq-real rational degree B J-holomorphic maps with k real marked points
and l conjugate pairs of marked points which take the τ -fixed locus S1ĂP1 to qXφ and the stable
map compactification of this moduli space, respectively. Let
M‹k,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘ ĂMk,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ (2.1)
be the subspace parametrizing pφ, τq-real maps whose restrictions to the disks D2˘ Ă P
1 cut out
by the τ -fixed locus S1 Ă P1 do not represent elements in the kernel of (1.3). The stable map
compactification
M
‹
k,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘ ĂMk,l`B;J ; qXφ˘
of this subspace is a union of connected components of Mk,lpB;J ; qXφq and has no boundary.
The codimension 1 strata of M
‹
k,lpB;J ; qXφq consist of maps from two-component domains with
a real node. An OSpin-structure os on qXφ induces an orientation oM of M‹k,lpB;J ; qXφq, but
Mk,lpB;J ; qXφq is generally unorientable. The orientation oM does not extend through some codi-
mension 1 strata of M
‹
k,lpB;J ;
qXφq; we call them bad strata.
If the domain and target of the evaluation morphism
ev: M
‹
k,lpB;J ; qXφq ÝÑ qXk,l”p qXφqkˆX l (2.2)
are of the same dimension, a generic path between two generic points in qXk,l avoids the images of
the bad strata and thus ev has a well-defined degree. This fundamental insight of [16], formulated
in terms of disk moduli spaces instead of the real map spaces introduced in [9], provided a moduli
space interpretation of Welschinger’s invariants with the potential for applications of techniques
of complex GW-theory to study these invariants. In a more standard perspective of symplectic
topology, the restriction of ev to the complement of the bad codimension 1 strata is a codimension 0
pseudocycle; the degree of ev is simply the degree of this pseudocycle. This perspective on the
insight of [16] provides the intersection-theoretic setting for the proof of Theorem 1.5 in the present
paper. An analogue of this perspective plays a similar role in [5], which established the WDVV-type
relations for real symplectic fourfolds foreseen in [17].
More generally, suppose that
C “ q1ˆq2ˆ. . .ˆqkˆH1ˆ. . .ˆHl Ă qXk,l (2.3)
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is a generic constraint consisting of q1, . . . , qk P qXφ and oriented submanifoldsH1, . . . ,HlĂX of real
codimensions 2, 4, and 6 (we call them divisor, curve, and point constraints, respectively) so that
dimMk,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘`dimC “ dim qXk,l . (2.4)
This implies that the intersection
M
‹
k,lpB;J ;
qXφq evÝÝÑ qXk,l ÐÝâ C (2.5)
of the two maps to qXk,l is a finite set of signed points. For a suitable choice of the orientation oM,
a generic path between two generic constraints as in (2.3) avoids the bad strata of the left-hand
side of (2.5) except for the strata consisting of maps that are constant on a component of the
domain which carries only a conjugate pair z˘i of marked points with Hi being a curve class; see
the proof of Proposition 5.2 in Section 6.2. This observation, which follows from the reasoning
in [16], implies that the intersection number of (2.5) does not depend on the choices of generic
point constraints in qXφ and X, divisor constraints representing fixed elements of H4pXq, curve
constraints representing fixed elements of H2pX´ qXφq, and J PJ φω .
The intersection number in (2.5) is the open GW-invariant (1.7) informally introduced by J. Solomon
after [16] under the assumption that (1.10) holds. If this is the case, the two spaces in (2.1) are the
same. Thus, the superscript ‹ can be dropped from the left-hand side in (2.5) and the resulting
invariants (1.7) count all pφ, τq-real degree B curves through the constraint C.
2.2 Cancellations under symmetry
If (1.10) does not hold, the spaces
M1k,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘ ”Mk,l`B;J ; qXφ˘´M‹k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ and
M
1
k,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘ ”Mk,l`B;J ; qXφ˘´M‹k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘
may be nonempty. The boundary of Mk,lpB;J ; qXφq is contained in M1k,lpB;J ; qXφq.
Let G be an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq as in Definition 1.2. Suppose J P J φω;G and C as in (2.3)
and (2.4) is G-invariant. Each ψPG induces automorphisms
ψk,l : qXk,l ÝÑ qXk,l and Ψ: M1k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ ÝÑM1k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘
by acting on each component of qXk,l and by composing each map u : P1ÝÑX with ψ. The first
induced automorphism preserves the orientation if and only if either k P 2Z or ψ preserves the
orientation of qXφ. The second induced isomorphism preserves the orientation oM if and only if ψ
preserves the orientation of qXφ. Since the right vertical arrow in the diagram
M1k,lpB;J ;
qXφq ev //
Ψ «

qXk,l
ψk,l «

C?
_oo
ψ «

M1k,lpB;J ;
qXφq ev // qXk,l C? _oo
(2.6)
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is orientation-preserving, it follows that ψ induces a sign-reversing bijection on the intersection set
of the two maps in (2.6) if ψ reverses the orientation of qXφ and k P 2Z. The intersection number
of these two maps is zero then. Along with the last paragraph of Section 2.1, this implies that the
superscript ‹ can be dropped from the left-hand side in (2.5) and that the resulting invariants (1.7)
and (1.17) count all pφ, τq-real degree B curves through the constraint C (provided J PJ φω;G and
C is G-invariant), whether or not (1.10) holds.
If B is p qXφ,Z2q-trivial, then
M1k,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘ “Mk,l`B;J ; qXφ˘.
If kP2Z, which is equivalent to the last condition in (1.14), the reasoning in the previous paragraph
yields the vanishing of the numbers (1.17) in the first case of Proposition 1.3(2).
The prototypical example of a real symplectic sixfold is the complex projective space P3 with the
Fubini-Study symplectic form ω3 and the anti-symplectic involution
τ3 : P
3 ÝÑ P3, τ3
`
rZ0, Z1, Z2, Z3s
˘
“
“
Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3
‰
.
An averager G in this case is generated by the reflection about a τ3-invariant complex hyperplane
such as
ψ3 : P
3 ÝÑ P3, ψ3
`
rZ0, Z1, Z2, Z3s
˘
“
“
Z0, Z1, Z2,´Z3
‰
. (2.7)
According to [20, Rem. 2.4(2)], it was observed by G. Mikhalkin in the early 2000s that even-degree
curves passing through collections of points interchanged by such reflections have opposite signs in
the sense of [20]. The resulting vanishing of Welschinger’s invariants is precisely the pP3, τ3q-case
of the first case of Proposition 1.3(2) with all µi PH
6pP3q. Reflections analogous to (2.7) can be
readily defined for pP1q3 with two different conjugations (with fixed loci pS1q3 and S1ˆS2).
2.3 Lifting relations from Deligne-Mumford spaces
Let C be a generic constraint as in (2.3) so that
dimMk,l
`
B;J ; qXφ˘`dimC “ dim qXk,l`2 . (2.8)
We cut M
‹
k,lpB;J ; qXφq along all bad strata and obtain an oriented moduli space xM‹k,lpB;J ; qXφq
with boundary. The forgetful morphisms (1.1) we encounter take values in the subspaces M
τ
k1,l1
of RM0,k1,l1 of real curves with non-empty fixed locus. We denote the induced morphisms from
the cut moduli spaces also by fk1,l1 . Let ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 be a co-oriented bordered hypersurface whose
boundary consists of curves with three components and a conjugate pair of nodes.
By the assumptions above, the intersection of the maps
xM‹k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ evˆfk1,l1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ qXk,lˆMτk1,l1 ÐÝâ CˆΥ (2.9)
is a one-dimensional manifold with boundary. Thus,
xM‹k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ ¨ `CˆBΥ˘ “ ˘ BxM‹k,l`B;J ; qXφ˘ ¨ `CˆΥ˘, (2.10)
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x1
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
` x1
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
= ´ 2
z`1
z´1
z˘2
z¯2
x1 ´ 2
εCpSqR2Z, ¨Υ
x1
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
εCpSqR2Z, ¨Υ
z˘2
z¯2
z`1
z´1
z`3
z´3
+
z˘2
z¯2
z`1
z´1
z´3
z`3
´
z˘3
z¯3
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
´
z˘3
z¯3
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
= 2
z`1
z´1
z˘3
z¯3
z`2
z´2
` 2
εCpSqR2Z, ¨Υ
z`1
z´1
z˘2
z¯2
z`3
z´3
εCpSqR2Z, ¨Υ
Figure 1: The relations on stable maps induced via (2.10) by lifting codimension 2 relations from
M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3; the curves on the right-hand sides of the two relations are constrained by the
hypersurfaces Υ in M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3.
where ¨ denotes the signed counts of intersection points in Xk,lˆM
τ
k1,l1. For Υ Ă M
τ
k1,l1 as in
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, (2.10) translates into the relations between nodal curve counts in Figure 1;
see Proposition 5.5. Each diagram in this figure represents counts of curves of the corresponding
shape constrained by C; the labels εCpSq R 2Z and Υ¨ under the diagrams on the right-hand side
indicate that only intersections of some strata of two-component maps with Υ contribute to this
relation. These relations are the direct analogues of the relations of [5, Fig. 1].
2.4 Splitting properties for disk invariants
The nodal curve counts appearing in (2.10) and represented by the diagrams in Figure 1 in general
depend on the components of the constraint C and not just on the homology classes represented
by these components. However, these counts depend only on the homology classes if J P J φω;G
and C is G-invariant for an averager G for pX,ω, φ; qXφq as in Definition 1.2. The right-hand
side of (2.10) then splits into invariant counts (1.17) of irreducible pφ, τq-real curves exactly as [5]
(where an averager is not needed) because of the vanishing of the intersection number in (2.6); see
Proposition 5.6. The left-hand side of (2.10) splits into invariant counts (1.17) of irreducible pφ, τq-
real curves and the complex GW-invariants (1.5); see Proposition 5.7. While the latter splitting
is analogous to the splitting of [5, Prop. 5.3] in the WDVV sense, its proof involves counts of
pφ, τq-real curves with insertions in H˚pX´ qXφq, and not just in H˚pXq.
The left-hand side of (2.10) counts nodal curves with one real component and one conjugate pair
of components; see Figure 1. They arise from pairs B0, B
1PH2pXq such that
B0`dpB
1q “ B P H2pXq
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and decompositions t1, . . . , lu“L0\LC. Let
C0 “ q1ˆ. . .ˆqkˆ
ź
iPL0
Hi Ă p qXφqkˆXL0 and C1 “ ź
iPLC
Hi Ă X
LC .
We need to determine the signed number NB0,B1pC0,C
1q of nodal curves as on the left-hand side
of Figure 1 so that
‚ the real component has degree B0 and passes through the constraints C0, and
‚ one of the conjugate components has degree B1 and passes through the constraints C1 (with
some components Hi replaced by φpHiq).
By (2.8), this number vanishes unless
(L1) the number of pφ, τq-real degree B0 curves passing through C0 is finite, and the number of
degree B1 curves passing through C1 and another curve constraint is finite, or
(L2) the number of degree B1 curves passing through C1 is finite, and the number of pφ, τq-real
degree B0 curves passing through C0 and another curve constraint is also finite.
In Case (L1), the number of pφ, τq-real degree B0 curves passing through C0 is simply the corre-
sponding disk GW-invariant (1.17); the G-invariance conditions ensure that this number is well-
defined as in Section 2.2. The number NB0,B1pC0,C
1q is then this disk GW-invariant times the
number of degree B1 curves passing through C1 and a curve constraint representing B0; the latter
number is just a complex GW-invariant (1.5).
In Case (L2), suppose G is an averager, J PJ φω;G, and C is G-invariant. Let
GB1 “
 
g˚B
1 : gPG
(
and xB1yG “
1
|G|
ÿ
gPG
g˚B
1 P H˚pXq .
Let C1, . . . , CN be the curves that pass through C
1 and whose degree is in GB1; they lie in X´ qXφ.
Their (standardly signed) number is the sumÿ
B2PGB1
@
pHiqiPLC
DX
B2
“ |GB1|
@
pHiqiPLC
D
B1
of the complex GW-invariants (1.5); the equality above holds because the constraint C1 is G-
invariant. Thus,
rC1sX`. . .` rCN sX “ |GB
1|
@
pHiqiPLC
D
B1
xB1yG .
The sum of the numbers NB0,B2pC0,C
1q over all B2 P GB1 is the signed number of pφ, τq-real
degree B0 curves passing through C0 and C1Y. . .YCN . While the homology class of each curve Ci
in X is a specific element B2 of GB1, the usual count (1.7) of pφ, τq-real degree B0 curves passing
through C0 and Ci depends on the homology class of Ci in X´ qXφ. However, C1Y . . .YCN is a
G-invariant curve constraint because the tuple C1 is G-invariant. Since the first map in (1.16) is
an isomorphism,
rC1sX´ qXφ`. . .` rCN sX´ qXφ “ |GB1|@pHiqiPLCDB1 ι˚G(´1`xB1yG˘.
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Therefore, ÿ
B2PGB1
NB0,B2pC0,C
1q “ |GB1|
@
pHiqiPLC
D
B1
@
pHiqiPL0 , xB
1yG
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
“
@
pHiqiPLC
D
B1
ÿ
B2PGB1
@
pHiqiPL0 , xB
2yG
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
by the definition of the disk invariant (1.17). Since G acts trivially on H2pXq
φ
´, B
2´xB2yG lies
inH2pXq
φ
`. Along with the second case of Proposition 1.3(2), this implies that the constraint xB
2yG
can be replaced by B2 above.
Theorem 1.5 follows from (2.10) and the splitting properties provided Propositions 5.6 and 5.7; see
Section 5.3.
2.5 Computability of disk invariants
The WDVV relation [13, 15] for the genus 0 GW-invariants (1.5) is very effective in determining
these invariants from basic low-degree input whenever H2pXq generates H2˚pXq and ℓωpBq ą 0
for all spherical B PH2pXq; see [15, Section 10]. A similar observation concerning the two ODEs
of Theorem 1.5 and the disk invariants (1.17) encoded by the generating function Ωφ,osω;G is made
in [1, Prop. 17]. The latter do not include invariants with curve constraints that are not G-
invariant. We next clarify the condition necessary for the conclusion of [1, Prop. 17] and reduce all
disk invariants (1.7) of real symplectic sixfolds pX,ω, φq with a choice of a connected componentqXφĂXφ that admit an averager G as in Definition 1.2 to disk invariants without curve constraints
that are not G-invariant.
The cup product of H˚pXq with H˚pX, qXφq and the Poincare Duality isomorphisms (1.8) induce
an intersection homomorphism
H˚pXq
φ
`bH˚pX´
qXφqφ` ÝÑ H˚`X´ qXφ˘φ´ . (2.11)
By the reasoning in the next paragraph, the natural homomorphism
HppX´ qXφqφ` ÝÑ HppXqφ` (2.12)
is an isomorphism for all p PZ. A sufficient condition for the conclusion of [1, Prop. 17], beyond
the complex case, is the surjectivity of the composition
X : H4pXq
φ
`bH4pXq
φ
` ÝÑ H2
`
X´ qXφ˘φ
´
(2.13)
of (2.11) in degree p4, 4q with the inverse of (2.12) for p “ 4. This is the case in particular for
pP3, τ3q and pP
1q3 with the two natural involutions.
In order to reduce all disk invariants (1.7) to disk invariants without curve constraints that are not
G-invariant, it is sufficient to show that insertions in the kernel of the first homomorphism in (1.15)
can be traded for real point insertions; this is achieved by Proposition 2.1 below. The homology
long exact sequence for the pair pX,X´ qXφq induces an exact sequence
. . . ÝÑ H3pX,X´ qXφqφ˘ ÝÑ H2pX´ qXφqφ˘ ÝÑ H2pXqφ˘ ÝÑ H2pX,X´ qXφqφ˘ ÝÑ . . .
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Since the action of φ on the normal bundle N qXφ of qXφ in X is orientation-reversing, excision and
Thom isomorphism give
H3pX,X´ qXφqφ´ « H0p qXφq « Z, H3pX,X´ qXφqφ`,H2pX,X´ qXφqφ˘ “ t0u. (2.14)
The first homomorphism in (1.15) is thus surjective, and its kernel is generated by the homology
class of a unit sphere SpNp qXφq in the fiber of N qXφ over any pP qXφ.
An OSpin-structure os”po, sq on qXφ includes an orientation o on qXφ. Along with the symplectic
orientation oω of X, o thus determines an orientation oN qXφ of N qXφ via the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ T qXφ ÝÑ TX ˇˇ qXφ ÝÑ N qXφ ÝÑ 0.
Along with the orientation of the normal bundleN pSpNp qXφqq of SpNp qXφq in Np qXφ by the outward
radial direction, o
N qXφ determines an orientation oSpNp qXφq of SpNp qXφq via the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ T
`
SpNp qXφq˘ ÝÑ T pNp qXφqˇˇSpNp qXφq ÝÑ N `SpNp qXφq˘ ÝÑ 0 .
Proposition 2.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real symplectic sixfold, os is an OSpin-structure
on a connected component qXφ of Xφ, B P H2pXq´t0u, and µ1, . . . , µl are elements of H2pXq,
H4pX, qXφq, and H6pXq. If
k ”
1
2
´
ℓωpBq`2l ´
lÿ
i“1
deg µi
¯
´ 1
and B satisfy (1.10), then@
µ1, . . . , µl,PDX, qXφ`rSpNp qXφqsX´ qXφ˘Dφ,osB; qXφ “ 2@µ1, . . . , µlDφ,osB; qXφ . (2.15)
The motivation behind (2.15) is that a J-holomorphic curve passing though a point pPXφ intersects
an infinitesimal sphere SpNp qXφq at two points. By its proof in Section 6.2, (2.15) holds without
the restriction (1.10) if the left-hand side is replaced by the real genus 0 GW-invariant of [8]
enumerating pφ, τq- and pφ, ηq-real curves in pX,ωq, provided pX,φq satisfies suitable topological
conditions so that this invariant is defined. The projective space pP3, τ3q satisfies such conditions.
An element ψ of an averager G for pX,ω, φ; qXφq as in Definition 1.2 reverses an orientation of N qXφ
and thus does not fix any nonzero element in the kernel of the first map in (1.15). Along with
the paragraph containing (2.14), this implies that the first map in (1.16) is an isomorphism. Since
the two maps in (1.16) are related by the Poincare Duality isomorphisms (1.8), the second map
in (1.16) is also an isomorphism.
2.6 Lower bounds for real curve counts
As only some elements of H2pX´X
φq can be represented by holomorphic curves in a real projective
manifold pX,ω, φq, Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 2.1 lead to lower bounds for counts of real algebraic
curves in some real algebraic threefolds through curve constraints. This is explained below.
If HĂX is a (pseudo)cycle transverse to qXφ, thenqHφ ” HX qXφ “ φpHqX qXφ (2.16)
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inherits an orientation qoφH from an orientation oN qXφ of N qXφ and the orientation oH of H via the
exact sequence
0 ÝÑ T qHφ ÝÑ TH| qHφ ÝÑ N qXφ| qHφ ÝÑ 0.
Since φ reverses o
N qXφ , the orientation qoφφpHq of the intersection (2.16) inherited from the orientation
oφpHq”φ˚poHq of φpHq is the opposite of qoφH . It follows that the boundaries
B
`
H´BpNH qHφq˘, B`H´BpNφpHq qHφq˘ Ă N qXφ ˇˇ qHφ
of the complements of small tubular neighborhoods BpNH qHφq of qHφ in H and BpNφpHq qHφq of qHφ
in φpHq inherit opposite orientations from oH and oφpHq, respectively. We can thus glue the two
complements along their boundaries to form a (pseudo)cycle
pH, oHq#` φpHq, oφpHq
˘
Ă X´ qXφ.
The homology homomorphism induced by the inclusion of X´ qXφ into X sends the element of
H˚pX´ qXφq represented by this (pseudo)cycle to rHsX`φ˚rHsX .
Suppose H1,H2ĂX are (pseudo)cycles of dimension 4 so that H2 is transverse to qXφ and H1 is
transverse to H2, φpH2q, qHφ2 . In particular,
H1XH2,H1XφpH2q Ă X´ qXφ .
By the previous paragraph, the homomorphism (2.13) is described by
rH1sXX
`
rH2sX`φ˚prH2sXq
˘
“
“
H1XH2
‰
X´ qXφ`“H1XφpH2q‰X´ qXφ . (2.17)
Suppose that H1,H2,H
1
2ĂX are (pseudo)cycles of dimension 4 and Υ is a cobordism between H2
and H 12 so that H2,H
1
2,Υ are transverse to
qXφ and H1 is transverse to H2,H 12, qHφ2 , qH 1φ2 , qΥφ. Thus,qHφ1 X qΥφ is a finite set of signed points and
B
`
H1XΥ´BpNH1XΥp
qHφ1 X qΥφq˘ “ H1XH 12´H1XH2`SpN qXφqˇˇ qHφ1XqΥφ
for a small tubular neighborhood BpNH1XΥp
qHφ1 X qΥφqq of qHφ1 X qΥφ in H1 X Υ; the equality above
respects the orientations for suitable conventions for orienting the intersections of cycles. Thus,“
H1XH2
‰
X´ qXφ “ “H1XH 12‰X´ qXφ`Lkop qHφ1 , qH 1φ2 ´ qHφ2 q“SpNp qXφq‰X´ qXφ P H2pX´ qXφq, (2.18)
where Lko is the linking number with respect to the orientation o in qXφ.
If H1,H2ĂP
3 are generic complex hyperplanes, (2.18) gives“
H1XH2
‰
P3´RP3
“
“
H1Xτ3pH2q
‰
P3´RP3
˘
“
SpNpRP
3q
‰
P3´RP3
P H2pP
3´RP3q .
By (2.17), the sum of the first two homology classes above does not depend on the choices of H1
and H2. Thus, only two classes, ℓ´ and ℓ`, in H2pP
3´RP3q can be represented by complex lines
and
ℓ` “ ℓ´`
“
SpNpRP
3q
‰
P3´RP3
P H2pP
3´RP3q.
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d cond xrℓaptbyτ3,osd xℓa´i´ ℓi`ptbyτ3,osd min CGW
1 ℓ0pt0 1 1 1 1
1 ℓ0pt1 ´1 ´1 1 1
1 ℓ1pt0 0 ´1, 1 1 1
1 ℓ2pt0 ´1 0,´2, 0 0 2
2 ℓ0pt0 0 0 0 0
2 ℓ0pt1 0 0 0 0
2 ℓ0pt2 0 0 0 0
2 ℓ1pt0 1 1,1 1 1
2 ℓ1pt1 ´1 ´1,´1 1 1
2 ℓ2pt0 0 ´2, 0, 2 0 4
2 ℓ2pt1 0 2, 0,´2 0 4
2 ℓ3pt0 ´3 0,´4,´4, 0 0 18
2 ℓ4pt0 0 8, 8, 0,´8,´8 0 92
3 ℓ0pt0 ´1 ´1 1 1
3 ℓ0pt1 1 1 1 1
3 ℓ0pt2 ´1 ´1 1 1
3 ℓ0pt3 1 1 1 1
3 ℓ1pt0 0 1,´1 1 5
3 ℓ1pt1 0 ´1, 1 1 5
3 ℓ2pt0 0 1,´1 1 5
3 ℓ2pt0 5 4, 6, 4 4 30
3 ℓ2pt1 ´3 ´2,´4,´2 2 30
3 ℓ2pt2 1 0, 2, 0 0 30
3 ℓ3pt0 0 ´14,´6, 6, 14 6 190
3 ℓ3pt1 0 8, 4,´4,´8 4 190
3 ℓ4pt0 ´13 16,´12,´24,´12, 16 12 1312
3 ℓ4pt1 1 ´16, 0, 8, 0,´16 0 1312
3 ℓ5pt0 0 16, 48, 24,´24,´48,´16 16 9864
3 ℓ6pt0 ´7 ´128,´96, 0, 48, 0,´96,´128 0 80160
Table 1: The invariant count xrℓaptbyτ3,osd of τ3-real degree d rational curves in P3 determined by an
OSpin-structure os on RP3 through a conjugate pairs of averaged lines rℓ”pℓ´`ℓ`q{2, b conjugate
pairs of points in P3´RP3, and 2d´a´2b points in RP3, the analogous counts with a averaged lines
replaced by i lines ℓ´ and a´i lines ℓ`, the minimum of the absolute values of the latter counts,
and the associated count of complex curves. The new lower bounds for real rational curves are in
boldface.
The image of (2.13) in this case is generated by the averaged line class
rℓ ” 1
2
`
rℓ´s`rℓ`s
˘
P H2pP
3´RP3q.
Theorem 1.5 applied to pP3, τ3q, an OSpin-structure os on RP
3, and the subgroup G of AutpP3, τ3q
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generated by a real hyperplane reflection ψ3 as in (2.7) determines all open GW-invariants@rℓaptbDτ3,os
d
”
@
PDP3´RP3pℓq, . . . ,PDP3´RP3pℓqlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
a
,PDP3pptq, . . . ,PDP3pptqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
b
Dτ3,os
dℓ;RP3;G
(2.19)
enumerating real degree d holomorphic curves in P3 that pass through generic representatives for
a averaged lines rℓ, b general points in CP3´RP3, and 2d´a´2b general points in RP3 from the
single number xrℓ0pt0yτ3,os1 “˘1 (the sign depends on os). These numbers in degrees 1-8 are shown
in [1, Table 4.2.2]; the degree 1-3 numbers are reproduced in the third column of our Table 1.
Inline with G. Mikhalkin’s observation in the early 2000s and the first case of Proposition 1.3(2),
the numbers (2.19) with d`a even vanish. The odd-degree a“0 numbers agree with [3, Table 1]
up to sign. Proposition 2.1 then yields open GW-invariants of pP3, τ3q with arbitrary insertions
in H2pP
3´RP3q. The fourth column in Table 1 shows all degree 1-3 numbers with the insertions ℓ´
and ℓ`. Taking the minimum of the absolute values of the numbers in each cell in this column, we
obtain lower bounds for the numbers of real rational curves passing through generic complex lines
in P3´RP3, points in P3´RP3, and points in RP3.
3 Topological preliminaries
For a real vector space or vector bundle V , let λpV q ” ΛtopR V be its top exterior power. For a
manifold M , possibly with nonempty boundary BM , we denote by
λpMq ” λpTMq ” ΛtopR TM ÝÑM
its orientation line bundle. An orientation of M is a homotopy class of trivializations of λpMq. We
identify the two orientations of any point with ˘1 in the obvious way.
For submanifolds S1ĂSĂM , the short exact sequences
0 ÝÑ TS ÝÑ TM |S ÝÑ NS”
TM |S
TS
ÝÑ 0 and
0 ÝÑ NSS
1”
TS|S1
TS1
ÝÑ NS1”
TM |S1
TS1
ÝÑ NS|S1”
TM |S1
TS|S1
ÝÑ 0
of vector spaces determine isomorphisms
λpMq
ˇˇ
S
« λpSqbλpNSq and λpNS1q « λpNSS
1qbλpNSq
ˇˇ
S1
(3.1)
of line bundles over S and S1, respectively. A co-orientation of S in M is an orientation of NS. We
define the canonical co-orientation ocBM of BM in M to be given by the outer normal direction.
If o is an orientation of M and ocS is a co-orientation of S in M , we denote by o
c
So the orientation
of S induced by ocS and o via the first isomorphism in (3.1). If M is a manifold with boundary, let
B
`
M, o
˘
”
`
BM, Bo
˘
”
`
BM, ocBMo
˘
. (3.2)
If S 1ĂS is also a submanifold with a co-orientation oc
S 1
in S, then the co-orientations ocS and o
c
S 1
induce a co-orientation oc
S 1
ocS of S
1 in Z via the second isomorphism in (3.1). If S has boundary,
let
B
`
S, ocS
˘
”
`
BS, BocS
˘
”
`
BM, ocBSo
c
S
˘
.
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For a fiber bundle fM : MÝÑM
1, we denote by TMv”ker dfM its vertical tangent bundle. The
short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TMv ÝÑ TM
dfMÝÝÑ f˚MTM
1 ÝÑ 0 (3.3)
of vector bundles determines an isomorphism
λpMq « f˚MλpM
1qbλpTMvq (3.4)
of line bundles over M. The switch of the ordering of the factors in (3.4) from (3.3) is motivated
by [5, Lemma 3.1(1)] and by the inductive construction of the orientations ok,l on the real Deligne-
Mumford moduli spaces M
τ
k,l in Section 4.1. If o
1 is an orientation of M1 and ovM is an orientation
of TMv, we denote by ovMo
1 the orientation of M induced by ovM and o via (3.4).
Suppose f : Z ÝÑM is a smooth map transverse to a submanifold ΥĂM. The differential of f
then induces an isomorphism from the normal bundle N pf´1pΥqq of the submanifold f´1pΥqĂZ
to the normal bundle NΥ of Υ. The differential of f thus pulls back a co-orientation ocΥ of Υ in M
to a co-orientation oc
f´1pΥq ” f
˚ocΥ of f
´1pΥq in Z. The next observation is straightforward; see
also the first diagram in Figure 2.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose fZ : Z ÝÑZ
1 is a fiber bundle, f 1 : Z 1 ÝÑM is a smooth map transverse
to a submanifold Υ ĂM, oZ 1 and o
v
Z are orientations of Z
1 and TZv, respectively, and ocΥ is a
co-orientation of Υ in M. The orientations tf 1˝fZu
˚ocΥpo
v
ZoZ 1q and o
v
Zpf
1˚ocΥoZ 1q of tf
1˝fZu
´1pΥq
at uPtf 1˝fZu
´1pΥq are the same if and only if prkTZvqpcodimΥq is even.
If oZ , oY are orientations of smooth manifolds Z and Y , respectively, f : ZÝÑY is a smooth map,
and uPZ is such that duf is an isomorphism, we define
supf, oZ ; oY q “
#
`1, if tdufu
˚ppoY qupzqq“poZqu;
´1, otherwise.
If yPY is a regular value of f and the set f´1pyq is finite, letˇˇ
f´1pyq
ˇˇ˘
oZ ,oY
”
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supf, oZ ; oY q .
We abbreviate supf, oZ ; oY q and |f
´1pyq|˘oZ ,oY as supf, oZq and |f
´1pyq|˘oZ , respectively, whenever
the orientation of Y is understood from the context. If o is an orientation of
λpfq ” f˚λpY q˚bλpZq ÝÑ Z,
we define supf, oq as supf, oZ ; oY q for some orientations oZ of TuZ and oY of TfpuqY inducing the
orientation o of the fiber λupfq of λpfq at u. If y PY is a regular value of f and the set f
´1pyq is
finite, let ˇˇ
f´1pyq
ˇˇ˘
o
”
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supf, oq .
Let fM : MÝÑM
1 be a fiber bundle. If ΥĂM is a submanifold and P PΥ, then the differential
dP pfM|Υq is an isomorphism if and only if the composition
TPM
v”ker dP fM ÝÑ TPM ÝÑ
TPM
TPΥ
”NPΥ (3.5)
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is. If ocΥ is a co-orientation of Υ and o
v
M is an orientation of TM
v, we denote by sP po
c
Υo
v
MqPt˘1u
the sign of (3.5) with respect to ocΥ and o
v
M. By [5, Lemma 3.1(1)], sP po
c
Υo
v
Mq is the sign
sP pfM|Υ, o
c
Υo
v
Mq of fM at P with respect to the orientation o
c
Υo
v
M of
λ
`
fM|Υ
˘
« λ
`
TMv
˘
bλpNΥq˚
induced by ocΥ and o
v
M via the first isomorphism in (3.1) and (3.4). If in addition f
1 : M1ÝÑY
is a smooth map such that dfMpP qf
1 is an isomorphism, o1 is an orientation of M1, and oY is an
orientation of Y , then
sP
`
f 1˝fM|Υ, o
c
Υpo
v
Mo
1q; oY
˘
“ sP
`
ocΥo
v
M
˘
sfMpP q
`
f 1, o1; oY
˘
. (3.6)
Suppose that fZ : ZÝÑZ
1 is another fiber bundle, the diagram
Z
f //
fZ

M
fM

Z 1
f 1 //M1
of smooth maps commutes, and ovZ and o
v
M are orientations on TZ
v and TMv, respectively. If
uPZ is such that the restriction
duf : TuZ
v”ker dufZ ÝÑ TfpuqM
v (3.7)
is an isomorphism, we define supf, o
v
Z , o
v
Mq to be `1 if this isomorphism is orientation-preserving
with respect to the orientations ovZ and o
v
M and to be ´1 otherwise.
For continuous maps f : ZÝÑY and g : ΥÝÑY between manifolds with boundary, define
Mf,g ” ZfˆgΥ “
 
pu, P qPZˆΥ´pBZ qˆ pBΥq : fpuq“gpP q
(
,
fˆY g : Mf,g ÝÑ Y, fˆY gpu, P q “ fpuq“gpP q.
We call two such maps f and g strongly transverse if they are smooth and the maps f and f |BZ are
transverse to the maps g and g|BΥ. The space Mf,g is then a smooth manifold and
dimMf,g ` dimY “ dimZ ` dimΥ ,
BMf,g “
`
Z´BZ
˘
fˆg pBΥq \ pBZq fˆg
`
Υ´BΥ
˘
. (3.8)
If oZ , oΥ, and oY are orientations of Z, Υ, and Y , respectively, and pu, P qPMf,g is such that the
homomorphism
TuZ‘TPΥ ÝÑ TfpuqY “TgpP qY, pv,wq ÝÑ dufpvq`dP gpwq, (3.9)
is an isomorphism, we define su,P pf, oZ , g, oΥ; oY q to be `1 if this isomorphism is orientation-
preserving with respect to oZ‘oΥ and oY and to be ´1 otherwise. If f and g are transverse and
the set Mf,g is finite, let ˇˇ
Mf,g
ˇˇ˘
oZ ,oΥ;oY
“
ÿ
pu,P qPMf,g
su,P pf, oZ , g, oΥ; oY q .
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We abbreviate su,P pf, oZ , g, oΥ; oY q and |Mf,g|
˘
oZ ,oΥ;oY
as su,P pf, oZ , g, oΥq and |Mf,g|
˘
oZ ,oΥ
, respec-
tively, whenever the orientation of Y is understood from the context.
Suppose that Z, X, M are smooth manifolds, ΥĂM is a submanifold, and
f“pf1, f2q : Z ÝÑ Y ”XˆM and g“pg1, g2q : Υ ÝÑ XˆM
are smooth maps so that g2 is the inclusion. Let oZ and oX be orientations on Z andX, respectively,
and ocΥ be a co-orientation of Υ in M. For pu, P q PMf,g such that the homomorphism (3.9) is
an isomorphism, we define su,P pf, oZ , g, o
c
Υ; oXq to be `1 if the top exterior power Λ
top
R of this
isomorphism lies in the homotopy class of isomorphisms
ΛtopR
`
TuZ‘TPΥ
˘
« ΛtopR
`
TuZ
˘
bΛtopR
`
TPΥ
˘
« ΛtopR
`
Tf1puqX
˘
bΛtopR
`
TPM
˘
« ΛtopR
`
Tf1puqX‘TPM
˘
determined by poZqu, poXqf1puq, and po
c
ΥqP and to be ´1 otherwise. If f and g are transverse and
the set Mf,g is finite, let ˇˇ
Mf,g
ˇˇ˘
oZ ,o
c
Υ
;oX
”
ÿ
pu,P qPMf,g
su,P pf, oZ , g, o
c
Υ; oXq .
Similarly to the above, we drop the orientation oX of X from the just introduced notation if it is
understood from the context.
Suppose e1 : Z1 ÝÑ X
1 and e2 : Z2 ÝÑ X
1 are strongly transverse maps from manifolds with
boundary. Thus,
Z ”Me1,e2 ”
 
pu1, u2qPZ1ˆZ2´pBZ1qˆpBZ2q : e1pu1q“e2pu2q
(
Ă Z1ˆZ2
is a smooth submanifold. For each u”pu1, u2qPZ, the short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuZ ÝÑ Tu1Z1‘Tu2Z2 ÝÑ Te1pu1qX
1“Te2pu2qX
1 ÝÑ 0,
pv1, v2q ÝÑ du2e2pv2q´du1e1pv1q,
of vector spaces induces an isomorphism
λupZqbλ
`
Te2pu2qX
1
˘
« λu1pZ1qbλu2pZ2q .
Orientations o1, o2, and o
1 of Z1, Z2, and X
1, respectively, determine an orientation ppo1qe1¨e2po2qqo1
of Z via these isomorphisms. We abbreviate this orientation as po1qe1 e¨2po2q whenever the orientation
of X 1 is implied by the context.
Suppose in addition that f1 : Z1ÝÑX1 and f2 : Z2ÝÑX2 are smooth maps; see the second diagram
of Figure 2. For all p1 PX1 and p2 PX2, 
pf1, f2q|Me1,e2
(´1
pp1, p2q “Me1|
f
´1
1
pp1q
,e2|
f
´1
2
pp2q
. (3.10)
The next observation is straightforward.
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f´11 pp1q

  // Z1
f1 //
e1
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
X1
Z
fZ

f 1
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄ X
1 Z
f //
OO

X1ˆX2

OO
Z
f //M f´12 pp2q
  //
OO
Z2
f2 //
e2❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
X2
Figure 2: The maps of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Lemma 3.2 Suppose Z1,Z2,X
1,X1,X2 and e1, e2, f1, f2 are as above and in the second diagram
of Figure 2 with
dimZ1 ` dimZ2 “ dimX
1 ` dimX1 ` dimX2
and o1, o2, o
1, o11, o
1
2 are orientations of Z1,Z2,X
1,X1,X2, respectively. If e1 and e2 are strongly
transverse, p1 PX1 is a regular value of f1, p2 PX2 is a regular value of f2, and the differential of
pf1, f2q|Me1,e2 at some point pu1, u2q of the space (3.10) is an isomorphism, then
spu1,u2q
`
pf1, f2q|Me1,e2 , ppo1qe1 ¨e2po2qqo1 ; o
1
1‘o
1
2
˘
“ p´1qεsu1,u2
`
e1|f´11 pp1q
, pf˚1 o
1
1qo1, e2|f´12 pp2q
, pf˚2 o
1
2qo2; o
1
˘
,
where ε“pdimX 1qpdimZ1`dimX2q`pdimZ1qpdimZ2`dimX2q.
Let Y be a smooth manifold, possibly with boundary. For a continuous map f : ZÝÑY , let
Ωpfq “
č
KĂZ cmpt
fpZ´Kq
be the limit set of f . A Z2-pseudocycle into Y is a continuous map f : ZÝÑY from a manifold,
possibly with boundary, so that the closure of fpZq in Y is compact and there exists a smooth
map h : Z 1ÝÑY such that
dimZ 1 ď dimZ´2, Ωpfq Ă hpZ 1q, fpBZq Ă pBY qYhpZ 1q .
The codimension of such a Z2-pseudocycle is dimY ´dimZ. A continuous map rf : rZÝÑY is
bordered Z2-pseudocycle with boundary f : ZÝÑY if the closure of rfp rZq in Y is compact,
Z Ă B rZ, rf |Z “ f,
and there exists a smooth map rh : rZ 1ÝÑY such that
dim rZ 1 ď dim rZ´2, Ωp rfq Ă rhp rZ 1q, rf`B rZ´Z˘ Ă pBY qYrhp rZ 1q .
If rZ is one-dimensional, then rZ is compact and rfpB rZ´ZqĂBY .
Two bordered Z2-pseudocycles rf1 : rZ1ÝÑY and rf2 : rZ2ÝÑY as above are transverse if
‚ the maps rf1 and rf2 are strongly transverse and
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‚ there exist smooth maps rh1 : rZ 11 ÝÑ Y and rh2 : rZ 12 ÝÑ Y such that rh1 is transverse to rf2
and rf2|B rZ2 , rh2 is transverse to rf1 and rf1|B rZ1 , and
dim rZ 11 ď dim rZ1´2, dim rZ 12 ď dim rZ2´2, Ωp rf1q Ă rh1p rZ 11q, Ωp rf2qĂrh2p rZ 12q.
In such a case, rf1ˆY rf2 : M rf1, rf2 ÝÑ Y
is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle with boundary (3.8).
A Steenrod pseudocycle into Y is a Z2-pseudocycle f : ZÝÑY along with an orientation o of λpfq.
A pseudocycle into Y is a Z2-pseudocycle f : ZÝÑY along with an orientation o of Z. A bordered
Z2-pseudocycle rf : rZÝÑY with boundary f and an orientation ro of rZ is a bordered pseudocycle
with boundary pf, oq if Bro“o. If pf, oq is a codimension 0 Steenrod pseudocycle, then the number
degpf, oq ”
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supf, oq P Z (3.11)
is well-defined for a generic choice of y P Y and is independent of such a choice. We call (3.11)
the degree of pf, oq. If pf, oq is a codimension 0 pseudocycle and oY is an orientation of Y , then
the number
degpf, o; oY q ”
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supf, o; oY q P Z
is well-defined for a generic choice of yPY and is independent of such a choice. We call this number
the degree of pf, oq with respect oY . If the orientation oY is understood from the context, we again
drop it from the notation.
4 Moduli spaces of stable curves
4.1 Main stratum and orientations
For l P Zě0, let rls “ t1, . . . , lu. For a finite set L with |L| ě 3, we denote by M0,L the Deligne-
Mumford moduli space of stable rational curves with L-marked points. Let M0,LĂM0,L be the
main stratum of M0,L, i.e. the subspace parametrizing smooth curves. For l P Z
` with l ě 3, we
write M0,l and M0,l instead of M0,rls and M0,rls, respectively.
For finite sets K,L with |K|`2|L|ě3, we denote by M
τ
K,L the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of
stable real genus 0 curves
C ”
`
Σ, pxiqiPK , pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPL, σ
˘
(4.1)
with K-marked real points, L-marked conjugate pairs of points, and an anti-holomorphic involu-
tion σ with separating fixed locus. This space is a smooth manifold of dimension |K|`2|L|´3,
without boundary if K‰H and with boundary if K“H. The boundary of M
τ
0,L parametrizes the
curves with no irreducible component fixed by the involution; the fixed locus of the involution on
a curve in BM
τ
0,L is a single node. The main stratum M
τ
K,L of M
τ
K,L is the quotient of `
pxiqiPK , pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPL
˘
: xiPS
1, z˘i PP
1´S1, z`i “τpz
´
i q,
xi‰xj , z
`
i ‰z
`
j , z
´
j @ i‰j
(
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by the natural action of the subgroup PSLτ2CĂPSL2C of automorphisms of P
1 commuting with τ .
For k, lPZě0 with k`2lě3, we write M
τ
k,l and M
τ
k,l instead of M
τ
rks,rls and M
τ
rks,rls, respectively.
If |K|`2|L|ě4 and iPK, let
fRK,L;i : M
τ
K,L ÝÑM
τ
K´tiu,L (4.2)
be the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th real marked point. The restriction of fRK,L;i to the
preimage of Mτ
K´tiu,L is an S
1-fiber bundle. The associated short exact sequence (3.3) induces an
isomorphism
λ
`
MτK,L
˘
« fR ˚K,Lλ
`
MτK´tiu,L
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
K,L
b
`
ker dfRK,L;i
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
K,L
. (4.3)
If |K|`2|L|ě5 and iPL, we similarly denote by
fK,L;i : M
τ
K,L ÝÑM
τ
K,L´tiu (4.4)
the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. The restriction of fK,L;i
to MτK,L is a dense open subset of a P
1-fiber bundle and thus induces an isomorphism
λ
`
MτK,L
˘
« f ˚K,L;iλ
`
MτK,L´tiu
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
K,L
bλ
`
ker dfK,L;i
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
K,L
. (4.5)
For each C PMτK,L as in (4.1),
ker dCfK,L;i « Tz`i
P1
is canonically oriented by the complex orientation of the fiber P1 at z`i . We denote the resulting
orientation of the last factor in (4.5) by o`i . For k, l, iPZ
ě0 satisfying the appropriate conditions,
we write fk,l;i and f
R
k,l;i instead of f
R
rks,rls;i and frks,rls;i, respectively.
Suppose L contains a distinguished element 0 and C P MτK,L is as in (4.1) with Σ “ P
1. Let
D2` Ă C Ă P
1 be the disk cut out by the fixed locus S1 of τ which contains z`0 . We orient
S1ĂD2`ĂC in the standard way (this is the opposite of the boundary orientation of D
2
` as defined
in Section 3). If |K|`2|L|ě4 and iPK, this determines an orientation oRi of the fiber
ker dCf
R
K,L;i « TxiS
1
of the last factor in (4.3) over fRK,L;ipCq. This orientation extends over the subspace
M
τ ;‹
K,L;i ĂM
τ
K,L
consisting of curves C as in (4.1) such that the real marked point xi of C lies on the same irreducible
component of Σ as the marked point z`0 . If L is a nonempty subset of Z
` containing 1, we take its
distinguished element 0 to be 1PL. For k, lPZ` with k`2lě4 and iPrks, we write M
τ ;‹
k,l;i instead
of M
τ ;‹
rks,rls;i.
We now define an orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l with kPZ
ě0, lPZ`, and k`lě3 inductively. The space
Mτ1,1“M
τ
1,1 is a single point; we take o1,1”`1 to be its orientation as a plus point. We identify
the one-dimensional space M
τ
0,2 with r0,8s via the cross ratio
ϕ0,2 : M
τ
0,2 ÝÑ r0,8s, ϕ
`
rpz`1 , z
´
1 q, pz
`
2 , z
´
2 qs
˘
“
z`2 ´z
´
1
z´2 ´z
´
1
:
z`2 ´z
`
1
z´2 ´z
`
1
“
|1´z`1 {z
´
2 |
2
|z`1 ´z
`
2 |
2
; (4.6)
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z`1 z
´
2
z´1 z
`
2
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
z`2z
`
1
z´2z
´
1
0 81
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 3: The structure of M
τ
0,2
see Figure 3. This identification determines an orientation o0,2 on M
τ
0,2. If k`2lě 4 and kě 1,
we take ok,l so that the isomorphism (4.3) with pK,L, iq replaced by prks, rls, kq is compatible with
the orientations ok,l, ok´1,l, and o
R
k on the three line bundles involved. If k`2lě 5 and lě 2, we
take ok,l so that the isomorphism (4.5) with pK,L, iq replaced by prks, rls, lq is compatible with the
orientations ok,l, ok,l´1, and o
`
l . By a direct check, the orientations on M
τ
1,2 induced from M
τ
0,2
via (4.3) and Mτ1,1 via (4.5) are the same. Since the fibers of fk,l;l|Mτk,l are even-dimensional, it
follows that the orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l is well-defined for all lPZ
` and kPZě0 with k`2lě3.
For L˚Ărls and C PMτk,l as in (4.1), let
δcL˚pCq “
ˇˇ 
iPrls´L˚ : z`i RD
2
`
(ˇˇ
` 2Z P Z2.
In particular, δcrlspCq “ 0. The functions δL˚ is locally constant on M
τ
k,l. We denote by ok,l;L˚
the orientation on Mτk,l which equals ok,l at C if and only if δ
c
L˚pCq “ 0. The next statement is
straightforward.
Lemma 4.1 The orientations ok,l;L˚ on M
τ
k,l with k, l PZ
ě0 and 1 PL˚ Ă rls such that k`2lě3
satisfy the following properties:
(oM1) the isomorphism (4.3) with pK,L, iq replaced by prk`1s, rls, k`1q respects the orientations
ok`1,l;L˚, ok,l;L˚, and o
R
k`1;
(oM2) the isomorphism (4.5) with pK,L, iq replaced by prks, rl`1s, l`1q respects the orientations
ok,l`1;L Y˚tl`1u, ok,l;L˚, and o
`
l`1;
(oM3) the interchange of two real points xi and xj reverses ok,l;L˚;
(oM4) if i, j Prls, 1PL
1ĂL˚Yti, ju, L˚ĂL1Yti, ju, |L˚|“|L1| if 1Rti, ju, C PMτk,l, and the marked
points z`i and z
`
j are not separated by the fixed locus S
1 of C, then the interchange of the
conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q respects the orientations ok,l;L˚ at C and ok,l;L1 at its
image under the interchange;
(oM5) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with iPrls´L
˚; preserves ok,l;L˚ ;
(oM6) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with iPL
˚´t1u reverses ok,l;L˚;
(oM7) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q preserves ok,l;L˚ if and only if
k`l´|L˚|R2Z.
Suppose K,L are finite sets so that |K|`2|L| ě 3, K is ordered, and L contains a distinguished
element 0. Let L˚ĂL. We then identify K with r|K|s as ordered sets and pL, 0q with pr|L|s, 1q as
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pointed sets. Let L1Ăr|L|s be the image of L˚ under the latter identification. We denote by oK,L;L˚
the orientation on MτK,L obtained from the orientation ok,l;L1 on M
τ
k,l via these identifications. By
Lemma 4.1(oM4), the orientation oK,L;L˚ does not depend on the choice of identification of pL, 0q
with pr|L|s, 1q as pointed sets. If KĂZ, we take K to be ordered as a subset of Z.
4.2 Codimension 1 strata and degrees
The codimension 1 strata of M
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l correspond to the sets tpK1, L1q, pK2, L2qu such that
rks “ K1\K2, rls “ L1\L2, |K1|`2|L1| ě 2, |K2|`2|L2| ě 2 .
The open stratum S corresponding to such a set parametrizes marked curves C as in (4.1) so that
the underlying surface Σ consists of two real irreducible components with one of them carrying the
real marked points xi with iPK1 and the conjugate pairs of marked points pz
`
i , z
´
i q with iPL1 and
the other component carrying the other marked points. A closed codimension 1 stratum S is the
closure of such an open stratum S. Thus,
S «Mτt0u\K1,L1ˆM
τ
t0u\K2,L2
, S «M
τ
t0u\K1,L1ˆM
τ
t0u\K2,L2 , (4.7)
with the real marked point x0 corresponding to the node on each of the two irreducible components.
Let lPZ`. If S is a codimension 1 stratum ofM
τ
k,l´ BM
τ
k,l and C PS, we denote by P
1
1 the irreducible
component of C containing the marked points z˘1 , by P
1
2 the other irreducible component, and by
S11 Ă P
1
1 and S
1
2 Ă P
1
2 the fixed loci of the involutions on these components. For r“ 1, 2, we then
take
Kr ” KrpSq and Lr ” LrpSq
in (4.7) to be the set of real marked points and the set of conjugate pairs of marked points,
respectively, carried by P1r. Let δRpSqPt0, 1u be the parity of the permutation
rks ÝÑ K1pSq\K2pSq“rks
respecting the orders on the subsets K1pSq,K2pSqĂZ. For L
˚Ărls and r“1, 2, we define
L˚r pSq “ LrpSqXL
˚ Ă rls.
An orientation ocS;C of the normal bundle NCS of S inM
τ
k,l at C PS determines a direction of degen-
eration of elements of Mτk,l to C. The orientation ok,l;L˚ on M
τ
k,l limits to an orientation ok,l;L˚;C of
λCpM
τ
k,lq obtained by approaching C from this direction. Along with o
c
S;C , ok,l;L˚;C determines an
orientation Boc
S;C
ok,l;L˚;C of λCpSq via the first isomorphism in (3.1). If in addition L
˚
1pSq, L
˚
2pSq‰H,
let i˚1 PL
˚
1pSq and i
˚
2 PL
˚
2pSq be the smallest elements of the two sets. The two directions of de-
generation of elements of Mτk,l to C are then distinguished by whether the marked points z
`
i˚1
, z`
i˚2
of the degenerating elements lie on the same disk D2 cut out by the fixed locus S1 or not. We
denote by oc;`S;C the orientation of NCS which corresponds to the direction of degeneration for which
z`
i˚1
, z`
i˚2
lie on the same disk D2 and by oc;´S;C the opposite orientation. Let o
˘
k,l;L˚;C and o
˘
S;L˚;C be the
orientations of λCpM
τ
k,lq and λCpSq, respectively, induced by o
c;˘
S;C as above. We denote by oS;L˚ the
orientation on S obtained via the first identification in (4.7) from the orientations ot0u\K1,L1;L˚1 pSq
on Mτt0u\K1,L1 with i
˚
1 P L1 as the distinguished point and ot0u\K2,L2;L˚2 pSq on M
τ
t0u\K2,L2
and
i˚2 PL2 as the distinguished point.
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Lemma 4.2 Suppose k, l PZě0 with k`2lě3, 1 PL˚Ărls, and SĂM
τ
k,l is a codimension 1 disk
bubbling stratum S with L˚2pSq ‰ H. The orientations oS;L˚ , o
`
S;L˚ , and o
´
S;L˚ on λpSq satisfy
oS;L˚ “
#
o`S;L˚ iff δRpSq–k`1 mod 2;
o´S;L˚ iff δRpSq–|K1pSq|`|L2pSq´L
˚
2pSq|.
Proof. For r“1, 2, let
Lr “ LrpSq, L
˚
r “ L
˚
r pSq, Kr “ KrpSq.
If |L˚|“ l“ 2 and k“ 0, S“S1“S2 is a point and oS;L˚ “`1. The claim in this case thus holds
by the definition of the orientations o0,2;r2s“ o0,2 on M
τ
0,2 and o
c;˘
S;C on NS. Since the orientation
o0,l;rls”o0,l with l ě 3 (resp. o1,l;rls ” o1,l with l ě 2) is obtained from the orientations o0,l´1;rl´1s
(resp. o1,l´1;rl´1s) and o
`
l , it follows that the claim holds whenever L
˚“rls and k“0.
Let C PS be as in (4.1). Suppose |L˚| ă l and k“ 0. Let lc1 and l
c
2 be the numbers of the marked
points z´i of C with iPrls´L
˚ on the same disk as z`
i˚1
”z`1 and on the same disk as z
`
i˚2
, respectively.
By definition,
o1,L1;L˚1
ˇˇ
M1
“ p´1ql
c
1o1,L1;L1
ˇˇ
M1
, o`S;L˚ “ p´1q
lc1`l
c
2o`
S;rls,
o1,L2;L˚2
ˇˇ
M2
“ p´1ql
c
2o1,L2;L2
ˇˇ
M2
, o´S;L˚ “ p´1q
lc1`p|L2´L
˚
2 |´l
c
2qo´
S;rls .
Thus, the claim in this case follows from the L˚“rls case above.
Suppose ką0, S1ĂMτ0,l is the image of S under the forgetful morphism
f : Mτk,l ÝÑM
τ
0,l
dropping all real marked points, C1 “ fpCq, and pC11, C
1
2q PM
1
1ˆM
1
2 is the corresponding pair of
marked irreducible components (with 1 real marked point each). The orientation oS;L˚ on TCS is
obtained via isomorphisms`
TCS, oS;L˚
˘
«
`
TC11M
1
1, o1,L1;L˚1
˘
‘
à
iPK1
TxiS
1
1 ‘
`
TC12M
1
2, o1,L2;L˚2
˘
‘
à
iPK2
TxiS
1
2
«
`
TC11M
1
1, o1,L1;L˚1
˘
‘
`
TC12M
1
2, o1,L2;L˚2
˘
‘
à
iPK1
TxiS
1
1‘
à
iPK2
TxiS
1
2
«
`
TC1S
1, oS1;L˚
˘
‘
à
iPK1
TxiS
1
1‘
à
iPK2
TxiS
1
2
(4.8)
from the standard orientations on S11 and S
1
2 determined by the marked points z
`
1 and z
`
i˚2
. The
second isomorphism above is orientation-preserving because the dimension of TC12M
1
2 is even.
Let rC PMτk,l be a smooth marked curve close to C from the direction of degeneration determined
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by oc;˘S and
rC1“ fprCq. The orientation o˘S;L˚ at C is obtained via isomorphisms
`
TCS, o
˘
S;L˚
˘
‘
`
NCS, o
c;˘
S
˘
«
`
T rCMτk,l, ok,l;L˚˘ « `T rC1Mτ0,l, o0,l;L˚˘‘i“kà
i“1
TxiS
1
«
`
TC1S
1, o˘
S1;L˚
˘
‘
`
NC1S
1, o
c;˘
S1
˘
‘
i“kà
i“1
TxiS
1
« p´1qk
`
TC1S
1, o˘S1;L˚
˘
‘
i“kà
i“1
TxiS
1‘
`
NCS, o
c;˘
S
˘
.
(4.9)
By (4.8), (4.9), and the k“ 0 case above, the claim in the general case holds. We note that the
lines TxiS
1 with iPK2 have opposite orientations in (4.8) and (4.9) in the minus case.
For iPrls, we denote by
Si ĂM
τ
k,l and Si ĂM
τ
k,l
the open codimension 1 stratum parametrizing marked curves consisting of two real spheres with
the marked points z˘i on one of them and all other marked points on the other sphere and its
closure, respectively.
If SĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l is a closed codimension 1 stratum different from S1, let
fS;1 : S ÝÑM
τ
K1pSq,L1pSqˆM
τ
t0u\K2pSq,L2pSq (4.10)
denote the composition of the second identification in (4.7) with the forgetful morphism
fRnd : M
τ
t0u\K1pSq,L1pSq ÝÑM
τ
K1pSq,L1pSq
as in (4.2) dropping the marked point x0 corresponding to the node. The vertical tangent bundle
of fS;1|S is a pullback of the vertical tangent bundle of f
R
nd|Mτt0u\K1pSq,L1pSq
and thus inherits an
orientation from the orientation oRnd of the latter specified in Section 4.1; we denote the induced
orientation also by oRnd. It extends over the subspace
S‹ Ă S ĂM
τ
k,l
of curves C so that the marked point x0 of the first component of the image of C under (4.7) lies
on the same irreducible component of the domain as the marked point corresponding to z`1 .
Let ΥĂM
τ
k,l be a bordered hypersurface. If k`2lě 4 and i P rks, we call Υ regular with respect
to fRk,l;i if Υ Ă M
τ ;‹
k,l;i, f
R
k,l;ipΥ´Υq is contained in the strata of codimension at least 2, i.e. the
subspace of M
τ
k´1,l parametrizing curves with at least two nodes, and f
R
k,l;ipBΥq is contained in the
union of BM
τ
k´1,l and the strata of codimension at least 2. By the last two assumptions, f
R
k,l;i|Υ is
a Z2-pseudocycle of codimension 0; see Section 3. By the first assumption, the orientation o
R
i of
the last factor in (4.3) and a co-orientation ocΥ on Υ induce a relative orientation o
c
Υo
R
i of f
R
k,l;i|Υ.
Let
degRi
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
” deg
`
fRk,l;i|Υ, o
c
Υo
R
i
˘
be the degree of the Steenrod pseudocycle pfRk,l;i|Υ, o
c
Υo
R
i q; see (3.11).
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Suppose in addition that S ĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l is a codimension 1 stratum. We call Υ regular with
respect to S if Υ and BΥ are transverse to S in M
τ
k,l,
ΥXS « Υ1ˆM
τ
t0u\K2pSq,L2pSq
under the second identification in (4.7) for some Υ1 Ă M
τ ;‹
t0u\K1pSq,L1pSq;0, fS;1ppΥ´ΥqXSq is
contained in the strata of codimension at least 2 of the target of fS;1, and fS;1pBΥXSq is contained
in the union of the boundary and the strata of codimension at least 2 of the target of fS;1. By
the first and the last two assumptions, fS;1|ΥXS is a Z2-pseudocycle of codimension 0. By the first
assumption, a co-orientation ocΥ on Υ in M
τ
k,l determines a co-orientation
ocΥXS ” o
c
Υ
ˇˇ
ΥXS
on ΥXS in S. By the second assumption, ΥXS Ă S‹. By the first two assumptions, S ‰ S1 if
ΥXS‰H and that ocΥ and the orientation o
R
nd of the fibers of the restriction of (4.10) to S specified
above induce a relative orientation ocΥXSo
R
nd of fS;1|ΥXS. Let
degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
” deg
`
fS;1|ΥXS , o
c
Υo
R
nd
˘
” deg
`
fS;1|ΥXS , o
c
ΥXSo
R
nd
˘
.
We call a bordered hypersurface ΥĂM
τ
k,l regular if Υ´Υ is contained in the strata of codimension
at least 2 and Υ is regular with respect to the forgetful morphism fRk,l;i for every i P rks and with
respect to every codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l. For such a hypersurface, ΥXS1“H.
4.3 Codimension 2 strata and bordisms
Suppose l ě 2 and k` 2l ě 5. The moduli space M
τ
k,l contains codimension 2 strata Γ that
parametrize marked curves C as in (4.1) so that the underlying surface Σ consists of one real
component P10 and one pair P
1
˘ of conjugate components; see Figure 1. We do not distinguish these
strata based on the ordering of the marked points on the fixed locus S11ĂP
1
0 of the involution. For
such a stratum Γ, let
L0pΓq, LCpΓq Ă Z
`
be the subsets of the indices of the conjugate pairs of marked points carried by P10 and P
1
´YP
1
`,
respectively. In particular,ˇˇ
LCpΓq
ˇˇ
ě 2 and
ˇˇ
L0pΓq
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
LCpΓq
ˇˇ
“ l.
The closure Γ of Γ decomposes as
Γ «M
τ
rks,t0u\L0pΓqˆM0,t0u\LCpΓq . (4.11)
We call a codimension 2 stratum as above primary if the marked point z`1 of the curves C in Γ is
carried by P1´YP
1
`.
For a primary codimension 2 stratum Γ and C PΓ, we denote by P1` the irreducible component of C
carrying the marked point z`1 . If in addition L
˚Ărls, let
L˚0pΓq “ L0pΓqXL
˚ Ă rls.
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We denote by L˚´pΓqĂLCpΓq the subset of the indices of the marked points z
´
i with iPL
˚ carried
by P1`. The second factor in (4.11) is canonically oriented (being a complex manifold). Let oΓ;L˚ be
the orientation on Γ obtained via the identification (4.11) from the orientation orks,t0u\L0pΓq;t0u\L˚0 pΓq
on Mτrks,t0u\L0pΓq times p´1q
|L˚´pΓq|.
With the identification as above, let
π1, π2 : Γ ÝÑM
τ
rks,t0u\L0pΓq,M0,t0u\LCpΓq
be the projections to the two factors. Denote by
LRΓ ÝÑM
τ
rks,t0u\L0pΓq and L
C
Γ ÝÑM0,t0u\LCpΓq
the universal tangent line bundles at the first point of the 0-th conjugate pair of marked points and
at the 0-th marked point, respectively. The normal bundle NΓ consists of conjugate smoothings
of the two nodes of the curves in Γ. Thus, it is canonically isomorphic to the complex line bundle
LΓ ” π
˚
1L
R
ΓbCπ2L
C
Γ ÝÑ Γ .
The next observation is straightforward.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose k, lPZě0 and 1PL˚Ărls are such that k`2lě3. Let ΓĂM
τ
k,l be a primary
codimension 2 stratum. The orientation ocΓ on NΓ induced by the orientations ok,l;L˚ on M
τ
k,l
and oΓ;L˚ on Γ agrees with the complex orientation of LΓ.
The two relations of Theorem 1.5 are proved by applying (2.10) with the hypersurfaces ΥĂM
τ
1,2
and ΥĂM
τ
0,3 of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 below. These hypersurfaces are regular, in the sense defined
at the end of Section 4.2, and in particular are disjoint from the codimension 1 stratum S1 of the
moduli space. All notation for the codimension 1 strata and the degrees is as in Section 4.2. Since
ok,l“ok,l;rls,
oΓ;rls “ o
c
Γok,l (4.12)
in the cases of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. Let P˘ PM
τ
1,2 be the three-component curve so that z
`
1
and z˘2 lie on the same irreducible component.
Lemma 4.4 ([5, Lemma 4.4]) There exists an embedded closed path Υ Ă M
τ
1,2 with a co-
orientation ocΥ so that Υ is a regular hypersurface and
B
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“
`
P`, ocP`
˘
\
`
P´, ocP´
˘
, degR1
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“ 1, degS2` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ ´1 . (4.13)
The moduli space M
τ
0,3 is a 3-manifold with the boundary
BM
τ
0,3 “ S
``
23 \ S
`´
23 \ S
´`
23 \ S
´´
23 ,
where S
˘˘
ij «M0,4«S
2 is the closure of the open codimension 1 stratum S˘˘ij of curves consisting
of a pair of conjugate spheres with the marked points z˘i and z
˘
j on the same sphere as z
`
1 ; see
[10, Fig. 4] and the first diagram in Figure 4. There are four primary codimension 2 strata Γ˘i ,
with i“2, 3, in M
τ
0,3. The closed interval Γ
`
i (resp. Γ
´
i ) is the closure of the open codimension 2
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z`1
z˘i z˘j
z´1 z¯i
z¯j
S˘˘ij
z`j
z´j
z˘k
z¯k
z`i
z´i
Si
z˘i
z¯i
z`j
z´j
z`k
z´k
Γ`i
z˘i
z¯i
z`j
z´j
z´k
z`k
Γ´i
Figure 4: Elements of open codimension 1 and 2 strata of M
τ
0,3, with ti, ju “ t2, 3u in the first
diagram and ti, j, ku“t1, 2, 3u in the other four.
stratum Γ`i (resp. Γ
´
i ) of curves consisting of one real sphere and a conjugate pair of spheres so
that the real sphere carries the marked points z˘i and the decorations
˘ of the marked points on
each of the conjugate spheres are the same (resp. different); see the last two diagrams in Figure 4.
Let
˝
Γ`i “Γ
`
i Y
`
Γ
`
i XSiq Ă Γ
`
i
be the complement of the endpoints of Γ
`
i .
Lemma 4.5 ([5, Lemma 4.4]) There exist a bordered surface ΥĂM
τ
0,3 with a co-orientation o
c
Υ
and a one-dimensional manifold γ1ĂM
τ
0,3 with a co-orientation o
c
γ1 so that Υ is transverse to all
open strata of M
τ
0,3 not contained in any Γ
˘
i with i“2, 3, Υ is a regular hypersurface, and
B
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“
` ˝
Γ`2 , o
c
Γ`2
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ`3 ,´o
c
Γ`3
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´2 , o
c
Γ´2
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´3 ,´o
c
Γ´3
˘
Y
`
γ1, ocγ1
˘
, (4.14)
γ1 Ă BM
τ
0,3, degS2` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ 1, degS3` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ ´1.
5 Real GW-invariants
We introduce notation for moduli spaces of stable maps to a real symplectic manifold pX,ω, φq and
for their strata in Section 5.1. We then formulate three key structural propositions in Section 5.2
and deduce Theorem 1.5 from them in Section 5.3. The evaluation maps from the moduli spaces of
stable maps take values in ordered products of copies X and Xφ. For the remainder of the paper,
we take the default orientations of these products to be given by the symplectic orientation oω and
the orientation o of qXφ encoded by the OSpin-structure os”po, sq on qXφ under consideration.
5.1 Moduli spaces of stable maps
Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic manifold, qXφ be a topological component of Xφ, and G be a finite
subgroup of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq. For finite sets K,L with |K|`2|L| ě 3, we denote by Hω,φK,L;G the
space of pairs pJ, νq consisting of J PJ φω;G and a real G-invariant perturbation ν of the BJ -equation
associated with M
τ
K,L as in [9, Section 2]. For k, lPZ
ě0 with k`2lě3, we write Hω,φk,l;G instead of
H
ω,φ
rks,rls;G; the same applies to all spaces of maps and morphisms defined below.
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For pJ, νqPHω,φK,L;G, a real genus 0 pJ, νq-map with K-marked real points and L-marked conjugate pairs
of points is a tuple
u “
`
u : ΣÝÑX, pxiqiPK , pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPL, σ
˘
(5.1)
such that
C ”
`
Σ, pxiqiPK , pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPL, σ
˘
(5.2)
is a real genus 0 nodal curve with complex structure j, K-marked real points, and L-marked
conjugate pairs of points and u is a smooth map satisfying
u˝σ “ φ˝u, BJu|z”
1
2
`
dzu`J ˝dzu˝j
˘
“ ν
`
z, upzq
˘
@ zPΣ.
A map u is called simple if the restriction of u to each unstable irreducible component of the domain
is simple (i.e. not multiply covered) and no two such restrictions have the same image. The fixed
locus Σσ of σ in (5.2) is either a single point or a tree of circles (possibly a single circle). We call a
map u as in (5.2) Z2-pinchable if K“H and either Σ
σ is a single point or the element of H1pX
φ;Z2q
determined by u|Σσ is 0. Two tuples as in (5.1) are equivalent if they differ by a reparametrization
of the domain.
Let B PH2pXq and pJ, νqPH
ω,φ
K,L;G. We denote the moduli space of the equivalence classes of stable
real genus 0 degree B pJ, νq-maps with K-marked real points and L-marked conjugate pairs of
points as in (5.1) such that
Σσ ‰ H and u
`
Σσ
˘
Ă qXφ
by MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq. Let
M
˚
K,LpB;J, ν;
qXφq ĂMK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq and MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq ĂM˚K,LpB;J, ν; qXφq
be the subspace of simple maps and the (virtually) main stratum, i.e. the subspace consisting of
maps as in (5.1) from smooth domains Σ, respectively.
The forgetful morphisms (4.2) and (4.4) induce maps
fR ˚K,L;i : H
ω,φ
K´tiu,L;GÝÑH
ω,φ
K,L;G and f
˚
K,L;i : H
ω,φ
K,L´tiu;GÝÑH
ω,φ
K,L;G,
respectively. For each ν PHω,φ
K´tiu,L;G and ν PH
ω,φ
K,L´tiu;G, we also denote by
fRK,L;i : MK,L
`
B;J, fR ˚K,L;iν;
qXφ˘ ÝÑMK´tiu,L`B;J, ν; qXφ˘ and
fK,L;i : MK,L
`
B;J, f ˚K,L;iν; qXφ˘ ÝÑMK,L´tiu`B;J, ν; qXφ˘ (5.3)
the forgetful morphisms dropping the i-th real marked point and the i-th conjugate pair of marked
points, respectively. The restriction of the second morphism in (5.3) to
MK,L
`
B;J, f ˚K,L;iν; qXφ˘ ĂMK,L`B;J, f ˚K,;iν; qXφ˘
is a dense open subset of a P1-fiber bundle. We denote by o`i the relative orientation of this
restriction induced by the position of the marked point z`i . The restriction of the first morphism
in (5.3) to the preimage of
MK´tiu,L
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ĂMK´tiu,L`B;J, ν; qXφ˘
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is an S1-fiber bundle. If L contains a distinguished element 0, we denote by oRi the relative
orientation of this restriction defined as in Section 4.1.
For c PZ`, a (virtually) codimension c stratum S of MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq is a subspace of maps from
domains Σ with precisely c nodes and thus with c`1 irreducible components isomorphic to P1. It
is characterized by the distributions of
‚ the degree B of the map components u of its elements u as in (5.1),
‚ the K-marked real points, and
‚ the l-marked conjugate pairs of points
between the irreducible components of Σ. There are two types of codimension 1 strata distinguished
by whether the fixed locus Σσ of σ consists of a single point or a wedge of two circles. These two
types are known as sphere bubbling and disk bubbling, respectively. If (1.10) holds, no element (5.1)
of MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq is Z2-pinchable and sphere bubbling does not occur.
For each iPK, let
evRi : MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ Xφ, evRi `ru, pxjqjPK , pz`j , z´j qjPL, σs˘ “ upxiq, (5.4)
be the evaluation morphism for the i-th real marked point. For each iPL, let
ev`i : MK,LpB;J, ν;
qXφq ÝÑ X, ev`i `ru, pxjqjPK , pz`j , z´j qjPL, σs˘ “ upz`i q, (5.5)
be the evaluation morphism for the positive point of the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. Let
ev”
ź
iPK
evRi ˆ
ź
iPL
ev`i : MK,LpB;J, ν;
qXφq ÝÑ qXK,L”p qXφqKˆXL (5.6)
be the total evaluation map. We will use the same notation for the compositions of these evaluation
maps with all obvious maps to MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq.
Suppose k P Zě0 and l P Z` with k`2lě 3. Let S be a codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum of
Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq. We call the irreducible component P11 of the domain Σ of an element u of S
carrying the marked points z˘1 the first bubble and the other irreducible component P
1
2 the second
bubble. For r“1, 2, let
KrpSq Ă rks and LrpSq Ă rls (5.7)
to be the subsets of the indices of real marked points and conjugate pairs of marked points,
respectively, carried by P1r. We denote by BrpSq PH2pXq the degree of the restriction of the map
components u of the elements u of S to P1r. In particular,
rks “ K1pSq\K2pSq, rls “ L1pSq\L2pSq, ℓωpBq “ ℓω
`
B1pSq
˘
`ℓω
`
B2pSq
˘
.
Let
S ĂMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq
be the virtual closure of S, i.e. the subspace of maps u as in (5.1) so that the domain Σ can be split
at a node into two connected (possibly reducible) surfaces, Σ1 and Σ2, so that the degree of the
restriction of the map component u of u to Σ1 is B1pSq, the real marked points xi with iPK1pSq
lie on Σ1, and so do the conjugate pairs of marked points z
˘
i with iPL1pSq.
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If in addition 1PL˚Ărls, let
L˚1pSq “ L1pSqXL
˚, L˚2pSq “ L2pSqXL
˚,
εL˚pSq “
ℓωpB2pSqq
2
´
ˇˇ
K2pSq
ˇˇ
´
ˇˇ
L2pSq´L
˚
2pSq
ˇˇ
.
(5.8)
We denote by
M‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq ĂM˚k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq
the subspace of simple maps that are not Z2-pinchable and
‚ have no nodes, or
‚ lie in a codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum S with εL˚pSqP2Z, or
‚ have only one conjugate pair of nodes.
Let xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq be the space obtained by cutting Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq along the closures S of
the codimension 1 strata S with εL˚pSq R 2Z. Thus, xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq contains a double cover
of S for each codimension 1 stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚pSq R 2Z. The union of these
covers and the sphere bubbling strata, if any, form the (virtual) boundary of xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq.
Let
q : xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq (5.9)
be the quotient map and
evRi :
xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ qXφ, ev`i : xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ X,
ev : xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ qXk,l (5.10)
be the compositions of the evaluation maps in (5.6) with the quotient map q in (5.9).
We denote by xM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq Ă xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq (5.11)
the subspace of simple maps that are not Z2-pinchable and
‚ have no nodes, or
‚ have only one real node, or
‚ have only one conjugate pair of nodes.
The boundary BxM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq of this subspace consists of double covers pS˚ of the sub-
spaces S˚ of simple maps of the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚pSqR2Z.
An OSpin-structure os on qXφ is a pair po, sq consisting of an orientation o on qXφ and a Spin-
structure s on the oriented vector bundle pT qXφ, oq, i.e. a compatible collection of homotopy classes
of trivializations of pT qXφ, oq over loops in qXφ; see [7, Def. 1.3]. We identify homotopy classes of
trivializations for different orientations if they differ by a composition with an isomorphism of R3;
this convention identifies Spin-structures for different orientations of qXφ. For an OSpin-structure
os”po, sq on qXφ, we denote by os”po, sq the OSpin-structure on qXφ obtained from os by reversing
its orientation component o only. Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 below follow readily from [16];
see Section 6.2.
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Lemma 5.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic sixfold, qXφ is a connected component of Xφ,
k, l P Zě0 with k`2l ě 3, 1 P L˚ Ă rls, B PH2pXq, (5.12)
G is a finite subgroup of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq, and pJ, νq PHω,φk,l;G is generic. An OSpin-structure os
on qXφ determines orientations oos;L˚ and poos;L˚ of M‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq and xM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq,
respectively, with the following properties:
(oos1) the restrictions of oos;L˚ and poos;L˚ to Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq are the same;
(oos2) the restrictions of oos;L˚ and o
R
k`1oos;L˚ to Mk`1,lpB;J, f
˚
k`1,l;k`1ν;
qXφq are the same;
(oos3) the restrictions of oos;L˚Ytl`1u and o
`
l`1oos;L˚ to Mk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;l`1ν;
qXφq are the same;
(oos4) the interchange of two real points xi and xj reverses oos;L˚ ;
(oos5) if i, j Prls, 1PL
1ĂL˚Yti, ju, L˚ĂL1Yti, ju, |L˚|“|L1| if 1Rti, ju, uPMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq, and
the marked points z`i and z
`
j are not separated by the fixed locus S
1 of the domain of u, then
the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q respects the orientations oos;L˚
at u and oos;L1 at its image under the interchange;
(oos6) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with iPrls´L
˚ preserves oos;L˚ ;
(oos7) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with iPL
˚´t1u reverses oos;L˚ ;
(oos8) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q preserves oos;L˚ if and only if
ℓωpBq
L
2`k`l´|L˚| R 2Z;
(oos9) if k, l“1 and B“0, then pev
R
1 , oos;L˚q is a pseudocycle of degree 1;
(oos10) if os
1 is another OSpin-structure on qXφ, uPMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is as in (5.1), and the pullbacks
of os1 and os by the restriction of u to the fixed locus of its domain are the same, then the
orientations oos;L˚ and oos1;L˚ at u are opposite.
Let k, l, L˚, B and pJ, νq be as in Lemma 5.1. For a tuple
h”phi : HiÝÑXqiPrls (5.13)
of maps, define
fh : Mh ”
ź
iPrls
Hi ÝÑ X
l, fh
`
pyiqiPrls
˘
“
`
hipyiq˘ iPrls, (5.14)
Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq “  `u, pyiqiPrls˘PM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls( .
Let
evk,h;L˚ : Z
‹
k,h;L˚
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑ ` qXφ˘k (5.15)
be the map induced by (5.6). Orientations on Hi determine an orientation oh on Mh. Along
an orientation oM of M
‹
k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq, the orientation oh determines an orientation oMoh
of Z‹k,h;L˚
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘.
If Y is a smooth manifold, a dimension p pseudocycle h : H ÝÑY determines an element rhsY of
HppY ;Zq; see [21]. If Y “X and B is a homology class in X in the complementary dimension, let
h¨XB ”
@
PDXprhsX q, B
D
P Z
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denote the homology intersection product of rhsX with B. If h and B are not of complementary
dimensions, we set h¨XB“0. For a tuple h of maps from smooth manifolds as in (5.13), let
codimCh “
1
2
lÿ
i“1
`
dimRX´dimRHi
˘
, L˚phq “ t1uY
 
iPrls : dimHi P t0, 4u
(
, (5.16)
L˚`phq “
 
iPrls : dimHiPt0, 4u
(
, L˚´phq “
 
iPrls : dimHi“2
(
.
We denote the orientation oos;L˚phqoh of the domain of (5.15) with L
˚“L˚phq by oos;h.
Proposition 5.2 Let pX,ω, φq, qXφ, os, B, and G be as in Lemma 5.1 and l P Z`. Suppose
h”phiqiPrls is a tuple of pseudocycles into X of dimensions 0,2,4 in general position so that
k”
ℓωpBq
2
`l´codimCh ě maxp0, 3´2lq . (5.17)
(1) For a generic choice of pJ, νqPHω,φk,l;G, the map (5.15) with the orientation oos;L˚phqoh on its
domain is a codimension 0 pseudocycle and its degree@
phiqiPrls
Dφ,os
B; qXφ ” deg`evk,h;L˚phq, oos;h˘ (5.18)
does not depend on the choice of pJ, νq, hi P rhisX with i P L
˚
`phq, or hi P rhisX´ qXφ with
iPL˚´phq.
(2) The number (5.18) is invariant under the permutations of the components hi of h.
(3) The number (5.18) vanishes if rhisX PH4pXq
φ
´ for some iPL
˚
`phq or rhisX´ qXφ PH2pX´ qXφqφ`
for some iPL˚´phq.
(4) If k`2lě5 and i˚Prls with dimhi˚“4, then@
phiqiPrls
Dφ,os
B; qXφ “ `hi˚ ¨XB˘@phiqiPrls´ti˚uDφ,osB; qXφ . (5.19)
The assumption that the pseudocycles hi are in general position in Proposition 5.2 implies that
each two-dimensional pseudocycle hi is in fact a pseudocycle into X´ qXφ. By Proposition 5.2(1),
the number @`
PDXprhisX q˘ iPL˚`phq
,
`
PD
X, qXφprhisX´ qXφ q˘ iPL˚´phq
Dφ,os
B; qXφ “ @phiqiPrlsDφ,osB; qXφ (5.20)
of real pJ, νq-holomorphic curves meeting the pseudocycles hi and passing through k general points
in qXφ is well-defined, i.e. it depends only on the homology classes on the left-hand side. Thus, we
obtain a well-defined number
xpµiqiPrlsy
φ,os
B; qXφ P Q (5.21)
if lPZ` and
k”
ℓωpBq
2
`l´
1
2
ÿ
iPrls
dimµi ě maxp0, 3´2lq. (5.22)
Below we drop the conditions on k and l.
We assume that B ‰ 0 and can be represented by a J-holomorphic map; thus, xω,By ‰ 0. Let
H P H2pX;Zq be such φ˚H “ ´H and xH,By ‰ 0; such a class H can be obtained by slightly
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deforming ω so that it represents a rational class, taking a multiple of the deformed class that
represents an integral class, and then taking the anti-invariant part of the multiple. Let l, L˚, and
h”phiqiPrls be as in Proposition 5.2 so that h1 and h2 represent the Poincare dual of H. We define@
phiqiPrls´t1,2u
Dφ,os
B; qXφ ” 1xH,By2 deg
`
evk,h;L˚phq, oos;h
˘
. (5.23)
By (2) and (4) in Proposition 5.2, this definition does not depend on the choice of H, agrees
with (5.18) in the overlapping cases, determines the numbers (5.21) without any conditions on
lPZě0 or kPZ (if kă0, we take the number (5.18) to be 0). By (5.19),@
pµiqiPrls
Dφ,os
B; qXφ “ xµi˚ , By@pµiqiPrls´ti˚uDφ,osB; qXφ (5.24)
if B‰0, µiPH
2pXqYH6pXqYH4pX, qXφq for all iPrls, and µi˚ PH2pXq.
Suppose K,L are finite sets so that |K|`2|L| ě 3, K is ordered, and L contains a distinguished
element 0. Let 0 P L˚ Ă L. We then identify K with r|K|s as ordered sets and pL, 0q with
pr|L|s, 1q as pointed sets. Let L1Ă r|L|s be the image of L˚ under the latter identification and os
be an OSpin-structure on qXφ. For pJ, νq PHω,φK,L;G generic, we denote by oos;L˚ the orientation on
MK,LpB;J, ν; qXφq obtained from the orientation ok,l;L1 on Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq via these identifica-
tions. By Lemma 5.1(oos5), the orientation oos;L˚ does not depend on the choice of identification
of pL, 0q with pr|L|s, 1q as pointed sets. If in addition µiPH
2pXqYH6pXqYH4pX, qXφq for iPL, we
denote by @
pµiqiPL
Dφ,os
B; qXφ P Q
the number (5.24) arising under the above identification of pL, 0q with pr|L|s, 1q.
5.2 Structural propositions
We next formulate three propositions which together imply Theorem 1.5. Proposition 5.5 relates
counts of two- and three-component real curves passing through fixed constraints by lifting the
bordisms of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. The two relations of Proposition 5.5, depicted in Figure 1 on
page 12, have the exact same form as in [5]. The counts of curves represented by the individual
terms in these relations generally depend on the choices of the constraints. An averager G as in
Definition 1.2 eliminates this dependence for G-invariant constraints and leads to splittings of the
two types of counts into invariant counts of irreducible curves in Propositions 5.6 and 5.7. These
two propositions are the analogues of Propositions 5.7 and 5.3 in [5], but now depend on the use
of an averager G.
We fix a compact real symplectic sixfold pX,ω, φq, an OSpin-structure os on a connected compo-
nent qXφ of Xφ, a finite subgroup G of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq, k, k1, l, l1 PZě0, and L˚Ărls with
k1 ď k, l1 ď l, k1`2l1 ě 3, 1 P L˚. (5.25)
Let B PH2pXq and pJ, νqPH
ω,φ
k,l;G. There is then a well-defined forgetful morphism
fk1,l1 : Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑMτk1,l1 (5.26)
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which drops the last k´k1 real marked points and the last l´ l1 conjugate pairs from the nodal
marked curve (5.2) associated with each tuple u as in (5.1) and contracts the unstable irreducible
components of the resulting curve. We also fix a tuple h as in (5.13) of smooth maps from oriented
manifolds and a k-tuple p”ppiqiPrks of points in qXφ. Let L˚phqĂrls be as in (5.16).
Suppose S is an open codimension 1 disk-bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq. For r“1, 2, let
KrpSq Ă rks, LrpSq Ă rls, L
˚
r pSq Ă L
˚, εL˚pSq P Z, BrpSq P H2pXq
be as in Section 5.1 and S˚ĂS be the subspace of simple maps. With Mh given by (5.14), define
S˚h “
 `
u, pyiqiPrls
˘
PS˚ˆMh : ev
`
i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls
(
.
The (virtual) normal bundles NS of S in Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq and NS˚h of S˚h in
Zk,h
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ”  `u, pyiqiPrls˘PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls(
are canonically isomorphic. Let
evS;h : S
˚
h ÝÑ
` qXφ˘k (5.27)
be the map induced by (5.6).
If u P S˚h, an orientation o
c
S;u of NuS determines a direction of degeneration of elements of the
main stratum of Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq to u. The orientation oos;L˚oh of Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq limits
to an orientation oos;L˚;h;u of Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq at u obtained by approaching u from this direction.
Along with ocS;u, oos;L˚;h;u determines an orientation BocS;uoos;L˚;h;u of S
˚
h via the first isomorphism
in (3.1).
Lemma 5.3 Suppose pX,ω, φq, qXφ, os, k, l, L˚, B, and pJ, νq are as in Lemma 5.1 and h as in (5.13)
is a generic tuple of smooth maps from oriented manifolds. If S is an open codimension 1 disk
bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq and u P S˚h, then the orientation BocS;uoos;L˚;h;u of S˚h at u
does not depend on the choice of ocS;u if and only if εL˚pSqR2Z.
The orientation oos;L˚oh of
Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq ”  `u1, pyiqiPrls˘PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i pu1q“hipyiq @ iPrls(
extends across S˚h if and only if BocS;uoos;L˚;h;u depends on the choice of o
c
S;u for every u P S
˚
h.
In particular, the first statement of Lemma 5.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3. If
Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is cut along S and pS˚ is the double cover of S˚ in the cut, then Boc
S;u
oos;L˚;h;u is
the boundary orientation induced by oos;L˚oh at one of the copies pu of u inpS˚h “  `pu1, pyiqiPrls˘P pS˚ˆMh : ev`i ppu1q“hipyiq @ iPrls(; (5.28)
we then denote it by Boos;L˚;h;pu. If εL˚pSq R 2Z, we abbreviate Boc
S;u
oos;L˚;h;u as Boos;L˚;h;u. We
denote the orientation Boos;L˚phq;h by Boos;h.
Remark 5.4 While Lemma 5.3 follows readily from [16, Prop. 5.3], it is also immediately implied
by our Lemmas 4.2 and 6.2 (which are also needed to establish Proposition 5.6 below). Our εL˚pSq
equals to s#´1 in [16, (22)].
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If in addition ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 , we define
fp;Υ : Υ ÝÑ
` qXφ˘kˆMτk1,l1, fp;ΥpP q “ pp, P q, (5.29)
S˚h,p;Υ “
 
pu, P qPS˚hˆΥ: evS;hpuq“p, fk1,l1puq “ P
(
. (5.30)
Suppose next that Γ Ă M
τ
k1,l1 is a primary codimension 2 stratum and o
c
Γ is its canonical co-
orientation as in Lemma 4.3. We denote by
MΓ;k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq Ă f´1k1,l1pΓq ĂMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq
the subspace consisting of maps from three-component domains. The domain of every element u
of MΓ;k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is stable and thus u is automatically a simple map. Define
Z‹Γ;k,hpB;J, ν;
qXφq “  `u, pyiqiPrls˘PZk,h`B;J, ν; qXφ˘ : uPMΓ;k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq(
Ă Z‹k,h;L˚
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘.
Let
evΓ;h : Z
‹
Γ;k,hpB;J, ν;
qXφq ÝÑ ` qXφ˘k (5.31)
be the map induced by (5.6); it is the restriction of (5.15).
For generic choices of pJ, νq and h,
Z‹Γ;k,hpB;J, ν;
qXφq Ă Z‹
k,h;L˚
pB;J, ν; qXφq (5.32)
is a smooth submanifold of a smooth manifold with the normal bundle canonically isomorphic
to f˚k1,l1NΓ. We denote by
oΓ;os;h ”
`
f˚k1,l1o
c
Γ
˘`
oos;h
˘
the orientation of the left-hand side in (5.32) determined by f˚k1,l1o
c
Γ and the orientation oos;h of the
right-right side in (5.32) with L˚“L˚phq.
Proposition 5.5 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic sixfold, os is an OSpin-structure on a
connected component qXφ of Xφ, G is a finite subgroup of AutpX,ω, φ; qXφq, lPZě0, and B PH2pXq.
Let h”phiqiPrls be a tuple of pseudocycles into X of dimensions 0,2,4 in general position so that
k”
ℓωpBq
2
`l´codimCh´1 ě maxp0, 3´2lq (5.33)
and pJ, νqPHω,φk,l;G be generic.
(1) If kě1, lě2, and P˘PM1,2, ΥĂM1,2, o
c
P˘
, and ocΥ are as in Lemma 4.4, thenˇˇ
ev´1
P`;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
P`;os;h
`
ˇˇ
ev´1
P´;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
P´;os;h
“ ´2
ÿ
S
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
, (5.34)
where the sum on the right-hand side is over all codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of
Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚phqpSqR2Z and
either 2 P L1pSq, 1 P K2pSq or 1 P K1pSq, 2 P L2pSq. (5.35)
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(2) If lě3 and Γ˘2 ,Γ
˘
3 ,ΥĂM0,3, oΓ˘2
, oΓ˘3
, and ocΥ are as in Lemma 4.5, thenˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`2 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
2
;h
`
ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ´2 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
´
2
;os;h
´
ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`3 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
3
;os;h
´
ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ´3 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
´
3
;os;h
“ 2
ÿ
S
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
,
(5.36)
where the sum on the right-hand side is over all codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of
Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚phqpSqR2Z and either
either 3 P L1pSq, 2 P L2pSq or 2 P L1pSq, 3 P L2pSq. (5.37)
Let G be an averager for pX,ω, φ; qXφq as in Definition 1.2. We call a tuple h as in (5.13) G-invariant
if there exists a G-action by orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms on each Hi such that
g˝hi “ hi˝g
´1. (5.38)
The Poincare dual of an integer multiple of every element of H˚pXqφ˘ and H
˚pX,Xφqφ˘ can be
represented by a pseudocycle hi satisfying the above condition. Propositions 5.6 and 5.7 below,
which split counts of two- and three-component real curves with G-invariant insertions, thus imply
that these counts are in fact well-defined on the G-invariant cohomology insertions. If h is as in
Proposition 5.5, L1Ărls, and B1PH2pXq, we define@
phiqiPL1
DX
B1
“
@`
PDXprhisX q˘ iPL1
DX
B1
,
@
phiqiPL1
Dφ,os
B1; qXφ;G “ @`PDXprhisX q˘ iPL1Dφ,osB1; qXφ;G (5.39)
to be the invariant count of rational degree B1 J-holomorphic curves in X meeting the pseudocy-
cles hi as in (1.5) and the invariant count of real rational degree B
1 J-holomorphic curves in X
meeting the G-averages of the pseudocycles hi as in (1.17), respectively.
Suppose S is an open codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq. It satisfies exactly
one of the following conditions:
(S0) K2pSqXrk
1s“H and L2pSqXrl
1s“H;
(S1) |K2pSqXrk
1s|“1 and L2pSqXrl
1s“H;
(S2) there exists a codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k1,l1 such that fk1,l1pSqĂS.
We call a pair pS,Υq consisting of S as above and a (possibly bordered) hypersurface ΥĂM
τ
k,l
admissible if one of the following conditions holds:
(S1Υ) K2pSqXrk
1s“tiu, L2pSqXrl
1s“H, and Υ is regular with respect to fRk1,l1;i;
(S2Υ) there exists a codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k1,l1 such that fk1,l1pSqĂS and Υ is regular with
respect to S.
The notions of Υ being regular with respect to fRk1,l1;i and S are defined in Section 4.2. If pS,Υq is
an admissible pair and ocΥ is a co-orientation on Υ, we denote by degpS, o
c
ΥqPZ the corresponding
degree degRi pΥ, o
c
Υq or degSpΥ, o
c
Υq defined in Section 4.2.
Proposition 5.6 Let pX,ω, φq, os, l, B,h, k,p be as in Proposition 5.5 and G be an averager for
pX,ω, φ; qXφq so that h is G-invariant. Suppose k1, l1 PZě0 satisfy the conditions in (5.25) and
S ĂMk,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφq and Υ ĂMτk1,l1
form an admissible pair.
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(1) If pJ, νqPHω,φk,l;G is generic, then`
evS;h, fk1,l1
˘
: S˚h ÝÑ
` qXφ˘kˆMτk1,l1 and fp;Υ : Υ ÝÑ ` qXφ˘kˆMτk1,l1
are transverse maps from manifolds of complementary dimensions and the set S˚h,p;Υ is finite.
(2) The set S˚h,p;Υ is empty unless εL˚phqpSqP2Z or
εL˚phqpSq “ 2
ˇˇ 
iPL2pSq : dimhi“0
(ˇˇ
`1 . (5.40)
(3) If (5.40) holds and ocΥ is a co-orientation on Υ, thenˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“´ p´1qdimΥdegpS, ocΥq
ˆ
@
phiqiPL1pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G
@
phiqiPL2pSq
Dφ,os
B2pSq; qXφ;G.
(5.41)
The condition (5.40) implies thatˇˇ
K1pSq
ˇˇ
“
ℓωpB1pSqq
2
`
ˇˇ
L1pSq
ˇˇ
´codimCphiqiPL1pSq andˇˇ
K2pSq
ˇˇ
`1 “
ℓωpB2pSqq
2
`
ˇˇ
L2pSq
ˇˇ
´codimCphiqiPL2pSq,
i.e. the second irreducible component of the maps in S passes through an extra real point.
If h : HÝÑX and h1 : H 1ÝÑX are transverse pseudocycles into X, we define
hXh1 :
 
py, y1qPHˆH 1 : hpyq“h1py1q
(
ÝÑ X, hXh1py, y1q“hpyq.
This is a pseudocycle representing PD´1X pPDXprhsX qYPDXprh
1sXqq.
Suppose ΓĂM
τ
k1,l1 is a primary codimension 2 stratum. Let L0pΓq, LCpΓqĂrls be as in Section 4.3.
With B and h as in Proposition 5.6, we define
xkyΓ “
#
1, if k1“k“1, L0pΓq“H;
0, otherwise;
xhyΓ “
#
hiXhj , if LCpΓq“ti, ju, i‰j;
0, if
ˇˇ
LCpΓq
ˇˇ
‰2.
Proposition 5.7 Let pX,ω, φq, os, l, B,h, k,p, G, k1, l1 be as in Proposition 5.6 with
φ˚
`
rhisX
˘
“ rhisX @ iPL
˚phq´t1u, φ˚
`
rhisX
˘
“ ´rhisX @ iPrls´L
˚phq. (5.42)
Suppose ΓĂM
τ
k1,l1 is a primary codimension 2 stratum. If pJ, νqPH
ω,φ
k,l;G is generic, then p is a
regular value of (5.31) and the set ev´1Γ;hppq is finite. Furthermore,ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppq
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“ 2l´l
1
xkyΓ
ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
@
phiqiPrls,pt
DX
B1
`
@
phiqiPrls´LCpΓq, xhyΓ
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
ÿ
LCpΓqĂL1Ărls´L0pΓq
2|L
1´LCpΓq|˜
@
phiqiPL1
DX
B1
@
phiqiPrls´L1 , B
1
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
`
@
phiqiPL1 , B0
DX
B1
@
phiqiPrls´L1
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G .¸
(5.43)
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For dimensional reasons, at most one of the two terms in the last sum in (5.43) is nonzero for each
fixed pair pB0, B
1q of nonzero curve degrees and each fixed subset L1Ărls.
5.3 Proofs of Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 1.5
We continue with the notation and assumptions of Proposition 5.5 and just above. For k1, l1, and
L˚ as in (5.25), we denote by
fk1,l1 : xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑMτk1,l1
the composition of (5.26) and the quotient map q in (5.9). For a stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq,
let pS˚ “ q´1pS˚q Ă xMk,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq.
With the notation as in (5.11), let
Mh “ H1ˆ. . .ˆHl,pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφq “  pu, y1, . . . , ylqPxM‹k,l;L˚phqpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls(.
For pJ, νq PHω,φk,l;G generic, the orientation poos;L˚phq of Lemma 5.1 and the orientation oh of Mh
determine an orientation poos;h of pZ‹k;h`B;J, ν; qXφ˘. Let
evk;h : pZ‹k;h`B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑ p qXφqk
be the map induced by (5.6).
We take pk1, l1q “ p1, 2q, p0, 3q and Υ ĂM
τ
k1,l1 to be the bordered compact hypersurfaces of Lem-
mas 4.4 and 4.5 with their co-orientations ocΥ. For a stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq, let
S˚h,p;Υ Ă S
˚ˆMhˆΥ and pS˚h ” pZ‹k;h`B;J, ν; qXφ˘X` pS˚ˆMh˘
be as in (5.30) and (5.28), respectively, and
pS˚h,p;Υ “  `pu, P ˘P pS˚hˆΥ: evk;hppuq“p, fk1,l1ppuq“P( .
We establish the next statement at the end of this section.
Lemma 5.8 With the assumptions as in Proposition 5.5, the map`
evk;h, fk1,l1
˘
: pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ p qXφqkˆMτk1,l1
is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle of dimension 3k`2 transverse to (5.29). Furthermore,`
B pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφ q˘ pevk;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ “ğ
S
pS˚h,p;Υ, (5.44)
with the union taken over the codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq that
satisfy (5.40) and either (S1) or (S2) above Proposition 5.6.
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Proof of Proposition 5.5. By the first statement of Lemma 5.8 and [5, Lemma 3.5],ˇˇ pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφq pevk;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥBΥˇˇ˘poos;h,BocΥ
“ p´1qdimΥ
ˇˇ`
B pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφq˘ pevk;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥˇˇ˘Boos;h,ocΥ , (5.45)
By [5, Lemma 3.3(1)] and the choice of Υ, the left-hand side of (5.45) equals to the left-hand side
of (5.34) if pk, lq“p1, 2q and of (5.36) if pk, lq“p0, 3q.
The right-hand side of (5.45) is the signed cardinality of (5.44) times p´1qdimΥ andˇˇ pS˚h,p;Υˇˇ˘Bpoos;h,ocΥ “ 2ˇˇS˚h,p;Υ ˇˇ˘Boos;h,ocΥ
for each codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S as in (5.44). In our case, ΥXS1“H. If S
˚
h,p;Υ‰H
and S satisfies (S2), this implies that S ‰ S1 and thus S satisfies the second condition in (5.35)
if pk, lq “ p1, 2q and one of the conditions in (5.37) if pk, lq “ p0, 3q. If S satisfies (S1), then
pk, lq“p1, 2q and S satisfies the first condition in (5.35). Thus, the right-hand side of (5.45) equals
to the right-hand side of (5.34) if pk, lq“p1, 2q and of (5.36) if pk, lq“p0, 3q.
Proof of (1.19). For an element µ P H2ppXq, let |µ| ” p. With N as above Theorem 1.5, let
Λ”pZě0qN . For elements λ”pλ1, . . . , λN q and α”pα1, . . . , αN q of Λ, we define
|λ| ”
Nÿ
j“1
λj , }λ} ”
Nÿ
j“1
λj|µ
‹
j |,
ˆ
λ
α
˙
”
Nź
j“1
ˆ
λj
αj
˙
, µ‹λ ” µ‹1 , . . . , µ
‹
1looooomooooon
λ1
, . . . , µ‹N , . . . , µ
‹
Nlooooomooooon
λN
.
The ODE (1.19) is equivalent toÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq
B0`dpB1q“B
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
2|α|
ˆ
λ
α
˙ ÿ
i,jPrNs
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹
i , µ
‹α
DX
B1
gij
@
µ‹j , µ
‹
βDφ,os
B0,k;G
`
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k´1
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k´1
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1;G
@
µ‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`2;G
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k´1
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k´1
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1`1;G
@
µ‹b , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`1;G
(5.46)
for all B PH2pXq
φ
´, kPZ
`, and λPΛ. All summands above vanish unless
ℓωpBq{2´k`|λ|`1 “ |µ
‹
a |`|µ
‹
b |`}λ}. (5.47)
We thus need to establish (5.46) under the assumption that (5.47) holds.
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We take l“|λ|` 2 and h as in (5.13) to be an l-tuple of G-invariant pseudocycles in general position
so that
PDX
`
rh1sX
˘
“ µ‹a , PDX
`
rh2sX
˘
“ µ‹b ,ˇˇ 
iPrls´r2s : PDX
`
rhisX
˘
“µ‹j
(ˇˇ
“ λj @ j PrN s.
(5.48)
Let L˚phqĂrls be as in (5.16). By (5.47), k satisfies (5.33). Since kě1 and lě2, (5.34) applies.
Let AR1 (resp. A2) be the collection of the codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of the moduli
space Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚phqpSqR2Z that satisfy the first (resp. second) condition in (5.35).
Define `
L11pSq, L
1
2pSq
˘
“
#
pL1pSq´t1, 2u, L2pSqq, if S PA
R
1 ;
pL1pSq´t1u, L2pSq´t2uq, if S PA2.
By Proposition 5.6 and (5.48),ÿ
SPAR1
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“
ÿ
SPAR1
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , phiqiPL11pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G@phiqiPL12pSqDφ,osB2pSq; qXφ;G
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k´1
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k´1
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1;G
@
µ‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`2;G
.
The second equality above is obtained by summing over all splittings of B PH2pXq
φ
´ into B1 and B2,
of λ P Λ into α and β, each set on the second line in (5.48) into two subsets of cardinalities αj
and βj , of k´1 real points into sets of cardinalities k1 and k2. The first real marked point of S
goes to the B2-invariant above, which also gains an additional real marked point; see the sentence
after Proposition 5.6. Similarly,ÿ
SPA2
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´
ÿ
SPA2
@
µ‹a , phiqiPL11pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G
@
µ‹b , phiqiPL12pSq
Dφ,os
B2pSq; qXφ;G
“ ´
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k´1
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k´1
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1`1;G
@
µ‹b , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`1;G
.
In this case, the first real marked point of S goes to the B1-invariant above, while the B2-invariant
still gains an additional real marked point. Thus,
RHS of (5.34) “ 2
´
RHS of (5.46)´ 2nd
ř
on LHS of (5.46)
¯
. (5.49)
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By Proposition 5.7,ˇˇ
ev´1
P˘;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
P˘;os;h
“ 2|λ|xkyP˘
ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹λ,pt
DX
B1
`
@
µ‹λ, µ‹a µ
‹
b
Dφ;os
B; qXφ;G
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
2|α|
ˆ
λ
α
˙˜ @
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
DX
B1
@
µ‹β, B1
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G `
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α, B0
DX
B1
@
µ‹β
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
¸
.
In light of (5.47), the invariants x. . .yφ,os
B0; qXφ;G can be replaced by the invariants x. . .yφ,osB0;k;G. We
note that
rptsX “
ÿ
i,jPrNs
PDXpµ
‹
i qg
ij
@
µ‹j
Dφ,os
0;1;G
, µ‹a µ
‹
b “
ÿ
i,jďrNs
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹
i
DX
0
gijµ‹j , (5.50)
1
2
dpB1q “
ÿ
i,jPrNs
@
µ‹i , B
1
D
gijPDXpµ
‹
j q, B0 “
ÿ
i,jPrNs
PDXpµ
‹
i qg
ij
@
µ‹j , B0
D
.
By the second case of Proposition 1.3(2), the B1 relation above, and the divisor relation for complex
GW-invariants,@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
DX
B1
@
µ‹β, B1
Dφ,os
B0;k;G
“
ÿ
i,jPrNs
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α, µ‹i
DX
B1
gij
@
µ‹β, µ‹j
Dφ,os
B0;k;G
. (5.51)
By the B0 relation above and the divisor relation (5.19),@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α, B0
DX
B1
@
µ‹β
Dφ,os
B0;k;G
“
ÿ
i,jPrNs
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α, µ‹i
DX
B1
gij
@
µ‹β, µ‹j
Dφ,os
B0;k;G
. (5.52)
As noted after Proposition 5.7, at most one of (5.51) and (5.52) is nonzero. Combining (5.50)-(5.52)
with the expression for |ev´1
P˘;h
ppq|˘o
P˘ ;os;h
, we obtain
LHS of (5.34) “ 2
´
1st
ř
on LHS of (5.46)
¯
.
Along with (5.49), this gives (5.46).
Proof of (1.20). We continue with the notation at the beginning of the proof of (1.19). For
B PH2pXq
φ
´, kPZ
ě0, a, b, cPrN s, and λPΛ, define
ΨB,ka,b;cpλq “
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq
B0`dpB1q“B
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
2|α|
ˆ
λ
α
˙ ÿ
i,jPrNs
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹
i , µ
‹α
DX
B1
gij
@
µ‹j , µ
‹
c , µ
‹
βDφ,os
B0,k;G
`
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1;G
@
µ‹c , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`1;G
.
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The ODE (1.20) is equivalent to
ΨB,ka,b;cpλq “ Ψ
B,k
a,c;bpλq (5.53)
for all B PH2pXq
φ
´, kPZ
ě0, and λPΛ. Both sides of (5.53) vanish unless
ℓωpBq{2´k`|λ|`2 “ |µ
‹
a |`|µ
‹
b |`|µ
‹
c |`}λ}. (5.54)
We thus need to establish (5.53) under the assumption (5.54) holds.
We take l“|λ|` 3 and h as in (5.13) to be an l-tuple of G-invariant pseudocycles in general position
so that
PDX
`
rh1sX
˘
“ µ‹a , PDX
`
rh2sX
˘
“ µ‹b , PDX
`
rh3sX
˘
“ µ‹c ,ˇˇ 
iPrls´r3s : PDX
`
rhisX
˘
“µ‹j
(ˇˇ
“ λj @ j PrN s.
(5.55)
Let L˚phqĂrls be as in (5.16). By (5.54), k satisfies (5.33). Since lě3, (5.36) applies.
Let A2 (resp. A3) be the collection of the codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of the moduli space
Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚phqpSqR2Z that satisfy the first (resp. second) condition in (5.37). Define
`
L11pSq, L
1
2pSq
˘
“
#
pL1pSq´t1, 3u, L2pSq´t2uq, if S PA2;
pL1pSq´t1, 2u, L2pSq´t3uq, if S PA3.
By Proposition 5.6 and (5.55),ÿ
SPA2
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´
ÿ
SPA2
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
c , phiqiPL11pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G
@
µ‹b , phiqiPL12pSq
Dφ,os
B2pSq; qXφ;G
“ ´
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹
c , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1;G
@
µ‹b , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`1;G
.
The second equality above is obtained by summing over all splittings of B PH2pXq
φ
´ into B1 and B2,
of λPΛ into α and β, each set on the second line in (5.55) into two subsets of cardinalities αj and βj ,
of k real points into sets of cardinalities k1 and k2. The B2-invariant above gains an additional
real marked point; see the sentence after Proposition 5.6. Similarly,ÿ
SPA3
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“
ÿ
SPA3
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , phiqiPL11pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G
@
µ‹c , phiqiPL12pSq
Dφ,os
B2pSq; qXφ;G
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq
φ
´
B1`B2“B
k1,k2PZě0,k1`k2“k
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
ˆ
k
k1
˙ˆ
λ
α
˙@
µ‹a , µ
‹
b , µ
‹α
Dφ,os
B1,k1;G
@
µ‹c , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B2,k2`1;G
.
In this case, the B2-invariant still gains an additional real marked point. Thus,
RHS of (5.36) “ 2
´
2nd
ř
in ΨB,ka,b;c ´ 2nd
ř
in ΨB,ka,c;b
¯
. (5.56)
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By Proposition 5.7,ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ˘2 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
˘
2
;os;h
“
@
µ‹b , µ
‹λ, µ‹a µ
‹
c
Dφ;os
B; qXφ;G
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
α,βPΛ,α`β“λ
2|α|
ˆ
λ
α
˙˜ @
µ‹a , µ
‹
c , µ
‹α
DX
B1
@
µ‹b , µ
‹β, B1
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
`
@
µ‹a , µ
‹
c , µ
‹α, B0
DX
B1
@
µ‹b , µ
‹β
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G
¸
.
The number |ev´1
Γ˘3 ;h
ppq|˘o
Γ
˘
3
;os;h
is given by the same expression with b and c interchanged. In light
of (5.54), the invariants x. . .yφ,os
B0; qXφ;G can be replaced by the invariants x. . .yφ,osB0;k;G. Combining these
statements with (5.50)-(5.52), we obtain
LHS of (5.36) “ 2
´
1st
ř
in ΨB,ka,c;b ´ 1st
ř
in ΨB,ka,c;b
¯
.
Along with (5.56), this gives (5.53).
Proof of Lemma 5.8. Let L˚“L˚phq be as in (5.16). For the purposes of the first statement of
this lemma, it is sufficient to show that`
ev, fk1,l1
˘
: xM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ qXk,lˆMτk1,l1 (5.57)
is a bordered Z2–pseudocycle of dimension 3k`2 codimCh`2 transverse to
fh;p;Υ : MhˆΥ ÝÑ qXk,lˆMτk1,l1, fh;p;Υ`pyiqiPrls, P q “ `p, phipyiqqiPrls, P ˘. (5.58)
We omit the proof of this statement since it is a direct adaptation of the proof of [5, Lemma 5.9].
By the first statement of Lemma 5.8,`
B pZ‹k;hpB;J, ν; qXφ q˘ pevk;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ “ğ
S
pS˚h,p;Υ,
with the union taken over the codimension 1 disk bubbling strata S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq that lie in
the image of the boundary of xMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq under the projection (5.9).
For a codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq and r“1, 2, let
KrpSq Ă rks, L
˚
r pSq Ă LrpSq Ă rls, and BrpSq P H2pXq
be as in (5.7) and (5.8). We set
Kr “ KrpSq, kr “ |Kr|, Lr “ LrpSq, lr “ |LrpSq|, L
˚
r “ L
˚
r pSq, Br “ BrpSq. (5.59)
We note that
k1`k2 “ k, l1`l2 “ l, codimCh “ codimCphiqiPL1`codimCphiqiPL2 ;
ℓωpB1q`ℓωpB2q “ ℓωpBq “ 2
`
k`codimCh´l`1
˘
.
(5.60)
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Suppose that pS˚ is a stratum of BxM‹
k,l;L˚
pB;J, ν; qXφq, i.e.
εL˚pSq ”
ℓωpB2q
2
´k2´
`
l2´|L
˚
2 |
˘
R 2Z,
and pS˚h,p;Υ‰H. By the definition of L˚“L˚phq in (5.16) and the above condition on εL˚pSq,
ℓωpB2q
2
´k2´
`
codimCphiqiPL2´l2
˘
R 2Z. (5.61)
Since pS˚h,p;Υ‰H and ΥXS1“H, pl1, k1q‰p1, 0q. If B2“0, l2, |L˚2 |“1, and k2“0, then εL˚pSq“0,
contrary to the assumption on S above. Suppose B2“0, l2“1, and |L
˚
2 |, k2“0. For good choices
of ν (still sufficiently generic), the restriction to pS˚ of (5.10) then factors aspS˚ ÝÑMk`1,l´1`B;J, ν1; qXφ˘ˆM1,1p0;J, 0q ÝÑ qXk,l´1ˆ qXφ ÝÑ qXk,l .
Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ “H for generic choices of h and p. Suppose B2 “ 0, l2 “ 0, and k2 “ 2. For good
choices of ν, the restriction to pS˚ of (5.10) then factors aspS˚ ÝÑMk´1,l`B;J, ν1; qXφ˘ˆM3,0p0;J, 0q ÝÑ qXk´2,lˆ∆ qXφ ÝÑ qXk,l ,
where ∆ qXφĂp qXφq2 is the diagonal. Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ“H for generic choices of h and p.
We can thus assume that either Br ‰ 0 or 2lr`kr ě 3 for r “ 1, 2. For good choices of ν, the
restriction to pS˚ of (5.10) then factors aspS˚ ÝÑMk1`1,l1` B1;J, ν1; qXφ˘ˆMk2`1,l2` B2;J, ν2; qXφ˘
ÝÑMk1,l1` B1;J, ν
1
1; qXφ˘ˆMk2,l2`B2;J, ν 12; qXφ˘ ÝÑ qXk1,l1ˆ qXk2,l2 ÝÑ qXk,l .
Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ“H for generic choices of h, p, and pJ, νq unless
ℓω
`
Br
˘
`2lr`kr ě 3kr`2 codimCphiqiPLr @ r“1, 2.
Along with (5.60), this implies that either
ℓωpB1q “ 2
`
k1`codimCphiqiPL1´l1
˘
, ℓωpB2q “ 2
`
k2`codimCphiqiPL2´l2`1
˘
, (5.62)
or ℓωpB1q “ 2
`
k1`codimCphiqiPL1´l1`1
˘
, ℓωpB2q “ 2
`
k2`codimCphiqiPL2´l2
˘
.
In light of (5.61), (5.62) is the case. By the definition of L˚“L˚phq in (5.16), the second equation
in (5.62) is equivalent to (5.40). Thus, the union in (5.44) is over the codimension 1 disk bubbling
strata S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq that satisfy (5.40).
If S satisfies (S0) above Proposition 5.6, the restriction to pS˚ of the composition of (5.57) with the
projection to the product Xk1,l1ˆM
τ
k1,l1 factors aspS˚ ÝÑMk1`1,l1` B1;J, ν1; qXφ˘ˆMk2`1,l2` B2;J, ν2; qXφ˘
ÝÑMk1,l1` B1;J, ν
1
1;
qXφ˘ ÝÑ qXk1,l1ˆMτk1,l1 .
Since the restriction of (5.57) to pS˚ is transverse to (5.58) and Υ is a real hypersurface, (5.62) then
implies that pS˚h,p;Υ“H.
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6 Proofs of structural statements
6.1 Orienting the linearized B-operator
For u as in (5.1), let
D
φ
J,ν;u : Γpuq ”
 
ξPΓpΣ;u˚TXq : ξ˝σ“dφ˝ξ
(
ÝÑ Γ0,1puq ”
 
ζ PΓpΣ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCu
˚pTX, Jqq : ζ˝dσ “ dφ˝ζ
(
be the linearization of the tBJ´νu-operator on the space of real maps from pΣ, σq with its complex
structure j. We define
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
“ detDφJ,ν;u.
By [11, Appendix], the projection
λ
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
”
ď
uPMk,lpB;J,ν; qXφq
 
uuˆλu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
ÝÑMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq (6.1)
is a line orbi-bundle with respect to a natural topology on its domain.
The next statement is a consequence of the orienting construction of [16, Prop. 3.1], a more sys-
tematic perspective of which appears in the proof of [7, Thm. 7.1].
Lemma 6.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic sixfold, qXφ is a connected component of Xφ,
l P Z`, k P Zě0 with k`2l ě 3, B P H2pXq, and pJ, νq P H
ω,φ
k,l;t1u. An OSpin-structure os on
qXφ
determines an orientation oDos on the restriction of λpD
φ
J,νq to Mk,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq with the following
properties:
(oDos1) the interchange of two real points xi and xj preserves o
D
os;
(oDos2) if u PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq and the marked points z`i and z`j are not separated by the fixed
locus S1 of the domain of u, then the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q
preserves oDos at u;
(oDos3) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with 1ă iď l preserves o
D
os;
(oDos4) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q preserves o
D
os if and only if
ℓωpBq{2 is even;
(oDos5) if k, l“1, B“0, and ν is small, then o
D
os is the orientation induced by the evaluation at x1
and the orientation of qXφ determined by os;
(oDos6) if os
1 is another OSpin-structure on qXφ, uPMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is as in (5.1), and the pullbacks
of os1 and os by the restriction of u to the fixed locus of the domain are the same, then the
orientations oDos and o
D
os1 at u are opposite.
Proof. Let u be as in (5.1). For the purposes of applying [7, Thm. 7.1], we take the distinguished
half-surface D2ĂP1 to be the disk so that BD2 is the fixed locus S1 of τ and z`1 PD
2. An OSpin-
structure os on qXφ then determines an orientation oDos on the line λupDφJ,νq varying continuously
with u. The first three properties of this lemma are clear, since oDos does not depend on the marked
points, except for the conjugate pair z˘1 which determines D
2. By the CROrient 1os(1) properties
in [7, Section 7.2], oDos satisfies (o
D
os4) and (o
D
os6), respectively. By the CROrient 5a and 6a properties
in [7, Section 7.2], it also satisfies (oDos5).
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Suppose now that lPZ` and S is an open codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum ofMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq.
An orientation ocS;u of NuS determines a direction of degeneration of elements of Mk,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq
to u. The orientation oDos on (6.1) limits to an orientation o
D
os;u of λupD
φ
J,νq by approaching u from
this direction. The orientation oDos;u is called the limiting orientation induced by os and o
c
S;u in [7,
Section 7.3]. If in addition L˚Ă rls and L˚1pSq, L
˚
2pSq ‰H, the possible orientations o
c;˘
S;u of NuS
are distinguished as above Lemma 4.2. We denote by oD;˘os;u the limiting orientation of λupD
φ
J,νq
induced by os and oc;˘
S;u.
For good choices of ν, there is a natural embedding
S ãÝÝÑMt0u\K1pSq,L1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1; qXφ˘ˆMt0u\K2pSq,L2pSq`B2pSq;J, ν2; qXφ˘. (6.2)
If |K1pSq|`2|L1pSq|ě3, there is also a forgetful morphism
fnd : Mt0u\K1pSq,L1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1; qXφ˘ ÝÑMK1pSq,L1pSq`B1pSq;J, ν 11; qXφ˘ (6.3)
dropping the real marked point corresponding to the nodal point nd on the first component. If
|K2pSq|`2|L2pSq|ě3, there is then a forgetful morphism
fnd : Mt0u\K2pSq,L2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν2; qXφ˘ ÝÑMK2pSq,L2pSq`B2pSq;J, ν 12; qXφ˘ (6.4)
dropping the real marked point corresponding to the nodal point nd on the first component.
For an element uPS, we denote by
u1 PMt0u\K1pSq,L1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1; qXφ˘ and u2 PMt0u\K2pSq,L2pSq`B2pSq;J, ν2; qXφ˘
the pair of maps corresponding to u via (6.2). Let
u11 PMK1pSq,L1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν
1
1;
qXφ˘ and u12 PMK2pSq,L2pSq`B2pSq;J, ν 12; qXφ˘
be the images of u1 and u2 under (6.3) and (6.4). For r“ 1, 2, the determinants λurpD
φ
J,νr
q and
λu1rpD
φ
J,ν1r ;u
1
r
q are canonically the same.
For each uPS, the exact sequence
0 ÝÑ DφJ,ν;u ÝÑ D
φ
J,ν1;u1
‘DφJ,ν2;u2 ÝÑ Tupndq
qXφ ÝÑ 0, `ξ1, ξ2˘ ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq, (6.5)
of Fredholm operators determines an isomorphism
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
bλ
`
Tupndq qXφ˘ « λu1`DφJ,ν1˘bλu2`DφJ,ν2˘. (6.6)
If L˚1pSq, L
˚
2pSq‰H with the smallest elements i
˚
1 and i
˚
2 , respectively, an OSpin-structure os on
qXφ
determines orientations oD1os on λu1pD
φ
J,ν1
q and oD2os on λu2pD
φ
J,ν2
q via identifications of pL1pSq, i
˚
1 q
with p|L1pSq|, 1q and of pL2pSq, i
˚
2 q with p|L2pSq|, 1q. By the first two statements of Lemma 6.1,
these orientations do not depend on these identification or on identifications of t0u\K1pSq with
1 |`K1pSq| and t0u\K2pSq with 1 |`K2pSq|. Combining the orientations o
D1
os on λu1pD
φ
J,ν1
q, and oD2os
on λu2pD
φ
J,ν2
q, and the orientation on qXφ determined os, we obtain an orientation oDos;u on λupDφJ,νq
via (6.6).
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Lemma 6.2 Suppose pX,ω, φq, qXφ, os, k, l, B, and pJ, νq are as in Lemma 6.1, S is a codimension 1
disk bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with L˚2pSq ‰ H, and u P S. The orientations oD;`os
and oDos on λupD
φ
J,νq are the same; the orientations o
D;´
os and o
D
os on λupD
φ
J,νq are the same if and
only if ℓωpB2pSqq{2 is even.
Proof. In the terminology of [7, Section 7.4], oDos is the split orientation of D
φ
J,ν;u. Thus, the first
comparison is a special case of [7, Cor. 7.4(a)]. The second comparison follows from the first and
Lemma 6.1(oDos4).
6.2 Proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 and Propositions 1.3, 2.1, and 5.2
Let pX,ω, φq, qXφ, os, k, l, L˚, B, and pJ, νq be as in Lemma 5.1. The exact sequences
0 ÝÑ kerDφJ,ν;u ÝÑ TuM
˚
k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq ÝÑ Tfk,lpuqMτk,l ÝÑ 0
with u PM˚k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq induced by the forgetful morphism fk,l determine an isomorphism
λ
`
M˚k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq˘ « λ`DφJ,ν˘bf˚k,lλ`Mτk,l˘ (6.7)
of line bundles over M˚k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq. By Lemma 6.1, the OSpin-structure os on qXφ induces an
orientation oDos on the first factor on the right-hand side above. Along with the orientation ok,l;L˚
on the second factor defined in Section 4.1, it determines an orientation oos;L˚ on M
˚
k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq
via (6.7).
Proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. By Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1, the orientation oos;L˚ above satisfies
all properties listed in Lemma 5.1 wherever it is defined. Every (continuous) extension of oos;L˚
to subspaces of M‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq and xM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq satisfies the same properties. The
orientation oos;L˚ automatically extends over all strata of codimension 2 and higher. By Lemma 5.3,
it extends over the codimension 1 strata of M‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq and xM‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq as well.
Lemma 5.3 in turn follows immediately from Lemmas 4.2 and 6.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We continue with the notation and assumptions of this proposition
and just above and take L˚“L˚phq as in (5.16).
(1) Let h : ZÝÑX l be a smooth map from a manifold of dimension 6l´2 codimCh´2 that cov-
ers Ωpfhq and
ev` “
ź
iPrls
ev`i : Mk,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑ X l .
We denote by
M
‹
k,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ĂMk,l`B;J, ν; qXφ˘
the subspace of maps that are not Z2-pinchable. This is a union of topological components of the
entire moduli space and is thus compact. Let
evk,h : Z
‹
k,hpB;J, ν;
qXφq” pu,yqPMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`puq“fhpyq( ÝÑ ` qXφ˘k, (6.8)
evk,h : Z
‹
k,hpB;J, ν; qXφq” pu, zqPMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆZ : ev`puq“hpzq( ÝÑ ` qXφ˘k
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be the maps induced by (5.6). For each stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq, let S˚ĂS be the subspace
of simple maps,
Sh “ Z
‹
k,hpB;J, ν; qXφqX`SˆMh˘, S˚h “ Z‹k,hpB;J, ν; qXφqX`S˚ˆMh˘,
and cpSqPZě0 be the number of nodes of the domains of the elements of S.
By (5.17) and the reasoning in the proof of [5, Prop. 5.2], the domain of (5.15) is a smooth manifold
of dimension `
ℓωpBq`k`2l
˘
`
`
6l´2 codimCh
˘
´6l “ 3k
for a generic choice of pJ, νqPHω,φk,l;G. The orientation orientation oos;L˚ of M
‹
k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq
provided by Lemma 5.1 and the orientation oh of Mh determine an orientation oos;L˚oh on the
domain of (5.15). Since the space M
‹
k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is compact,
Ω
`
evk,h;L˚
ˇˇ
Z
‹
k,l;h
pB;J,ν; qXφq˘ Ă evk,h`Z‹k,hpB;J, ν; qXφq´Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq˘
Yevk,h
`
Z
‹
k,hpB;J, ν; qXφq˘ . (6.9)
In order to show that (5.15) is a dimension 0 pseudocycle, it is thus sufficient to show that the
right-hand side above can be covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´2.
The subspace
Z
‹
k,hpB;J, ν;
qXφq´Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ĂM‹k,lpB;J, νqˆMh
consists of the subspaces S˚h corresponding to the strata S of Mk,lpB;J, νq with either cpSq ě 2
nodes or εL˚pSq R 2Z and of the subspaces Sh´S
˚
h with cpSq ě 1. By (5.17) the reasoning in the
proof of [5, Prop. 5.2], the subsets evk,hpS
˚
hq of p
qXφqk with cpSqě2 and evk,hpSh´S˚hq with cpSqě1
can be covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´2. The same applies to the last
set in (6.9).
Suppose S is a codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq with εL˚pSq R 2Z. For
r“1, 2, let Kr, kr, Lr, lr, L
˚
r , Br be as in (5.59) and hr“phiqiPLr . Similarly to (5.60),
k1`k2 “ k, l1`l2 “ l, codimCh “ codimCh1`codimCh2;
ℓωpB1q`ℓωpB2q “ ℓωpBq “ 2
`
k`codimCh´l
˘
.
(6.10)
Similarly to (5.61) and the preceding equation,
ℓωpB2q
2
´k2´
`
l2´|L
˚
2 |
˘
,
ℓωpB2q
2
´k2´
`
codimCh2´l2
˘
R 2Z. (6.11)
Along with (6.10) and the definition of L˚“L˚phq in (5.16), the second equality in (6.11) give
ℓωpB1q
2
´k1´
`
codimCh1´l1
˘
,
ℓωpB1q
2
´k1´
`
l1´|L
˚
1XL
˚
`phq|
˘
R 2Z. (6.12)
By the first statement in (6.11) and the second in (6.12),`
Br, kr, lr, |L
˚
rXL
˚
`phq|
˘
‰ p0, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 2, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 1q @ r “ 1, 2.
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Since the image of hi with iPL
˚
´phq is disjoint from qXφ, S˚h“H if`
Br, kr, lr, |L
˚
rXL
˚
`phq|
˘
“ p0, 0, 1, 0q
and ν is small. Thus, we can thus assume either Br‰0 or kr`2lrě3 for each r“1, 2.
For good choices of ν, the restriction of (6.8) to S˚h factors as
S˚h
// Z‹
k1,h1;L
˚
1
pB1;J, ν
1
1;
qXφq ˆ Z‹
k2,h2;L
˚
2
pB2;J, ν
1
2;
qXφq
ev
k1,h1;L
˚
1

ev
k2,h2;L
˚
2

p qXφqk1 ˆ p qXφqk2 // p qXφqk.
Thus, evk,h;L˚pS
˚
hq is covered by a smooth map from a manifold of dimension
dimZ‹
kr,hr ;L
˚
r
pBr;J, νr; qXφq`dim p qXφqk3´r “ ℓωpBrq`kr`2lr´2 codimChr`3k3´r
“ ℓωpBrq´2kr`2lr´2 codimChr`3k
for r“1, 2. By (6.10), the second statement in (6.11), and the first in (6.12),
ℓωpBrq´2kr`2lr´2 codimChr ď ´2
for either r “ 1 or r “ 2. Thus, evk,h;L˚pS
˚q is covered by a smooth map from a manifold of
dimension 3k´2 if cpSqP2Z. This confirms the first statement in (1).
By definition,
deg
`
evk,h;L˚ , oos;h
˘
“
ˇˇ
ev´1k,h;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;h
(6.13)
for a generic choice of pPp qXφqk. Let pJt, νtqtPr0,1s be a generic path in Hω,φk,l;G between two generic
values pairs pJ0, ν0q and pJ1, ν1q. By the same reasoning as for the statement that the right-hand
side of (6.9) can be covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´2, the subsets 
evk,hpu,yq : tPr0, 1s, pu,yqPZ
‹
k,hpB;Jt, νt; qXφq´Z‹k,h;L˚pB;Jt, νt; qXφq( Ă p qXφqk, 
evk,hpu, zq : tPr0, 1s, pu, zqPZ
‹
k,hpB;Jt, νt; qXφq( Ă p qXφqk
can be covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´ 1. Since the spaceM
‹
k,lpB;J, ν; qXφq
is compact, it follows that the space
rZh,p ”  pt,u,yq : tPr0, 1s, pu,yqPZ‹k,hpB;Jt, νt; qXφq, evk,l;hpu,yq“p(
is a compact one-dimensional manifold with boundary
B rZh,p “ evk,hpu,yq : pu,yqPZ‹k,hpB;J0, ν0; qXφq, evk,l;hpu,yq“p(
\
 
evk,hpu,yq : pu,yqPZ
‹
k,hpB;J1, ν1;
qXφq, evk,l;hpu,yq“p(. (6.14)
The orientations of Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1 and the orientation of r0, 1s determine an orientation onrZh,p so that (6.14) induces the signs on the first set on the right-hand side which are opposite to
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the signs determined by oos;L˚ and os and the signs on the second set determined by oos;L˚ and os.
Thus, rZh,p is an oriented cobordism between the signed subsets
ev´1k,h;L˚ppq Ă Z
‹
k,h
`
B;J0, ν0; qXφ˘ and ev´1k,h;L˚ppq Ă Z‹k,h`B;J1, ν1; qXφ˘.
This establishes the independence of the signed cardinality in (6.13) of the choice of generic pJ, νq
in Hω,φk,l;G.
Let i0 Prls and rhi0 : rHi0 ÝÑ
#
X, if i0 PL
˚
`phq;
X´ qXφ, if i0 PL˚´phq;
be a pseudocycle equivalence between two generic pseudocycle representatives,
hi : rHi0 ÝÑ
#
X, if i0 PL
˚
`phq;
X´ qXφ, if i0 PL˚´phq; and h1i : rH 1i0 ÝÑ
#
X, if i0 PL
˚
`phq;
X´ qXφ, if i0 PL˚´phq;
for rhi0 sX if i0 PL
˚
`phq and rhi0sX´ qXφ if i0 PL˚´phq. We define
h1 ” ph1iqiPrls,
rh ” prhiqiPrls by h1i,rhi “ hi if i‰ i0.
Let rh : rZÝÑX l be a smooth map from a manifold of dimension 6l´ 2 codimCh´1 that covers Ωpfrhq.
By the same reasoning as for the statement that the right-hand side of (6.9) can be covered by
smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´2, the subsets 
ev
k,rhpu,yq : pu,yqPZ‹k,rhpB;J, ν; qXφq´Z‹k,rh;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq( Ă p qXφqk, 
ev
k,rhpu, zq : pu, zqPZ‹k,rhpB;J, ν; qXφq( Ă p qXφqk
can be covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension 3k´1. It follows that the space
Zrh,p ”  pu,yq : pu,yqPZ‹k,rhpB;J, ν; qXφq, evk,l;rhpu,yq“p(
is a compact one-dimensional manifold with boundary
BZrh,p “ evk,hpu,yq : pu,yqPZ‹k,hpB;J, ν; qXφq, evk,l;hpu,yq“p(
\
 
evk,h1pu,yq : pu,yqPZ
‹
k,h1pB;J, ν;
qXφq, evk,l;h1pu,yq“p(. (6.15)
The orientations of Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1 determine an orientation on Zrh,p so that (6.15) induces
the signs on the first set on the right-hand side which are opposite to the signs determined by oos;L˚
and os and the signs on the second set determined by oos;L˚ and os. Thus, Zrh,p is an oriented
cobordism between the signed subsets
evk,h;L˚ppq Ă Z
‹
k,h
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ and ev´1
k,h1;L˚
ppq Ă Z‹
k,h1
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘.
This establishes the independence of the signed cardinality in (6.13) of the choices of hi P rhisX
with iPL˚`phq, or hi PrhisX´ qXφ with iPL˚´phq.
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(3) Let i0 P rls, h
1”ph1iqiPrls be the tuple of maps obtained from h by replacing the i0-component
with φ˝hi0 , and
Ψi0 : Mk,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑMk,l`B;J, ν; qXφ˘
be the automorphism induced by the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz`i0 , z
´
i0
q. It
induces a bijection
Ψi0;h : ev
´1
k,h;L˚ppq ÝÑ ev
´1
k,h1;L˚ppq.
By (oos6)-(oos8) in Lemma 5.1 and (5.17),
Ψ˚i0oos;L˚ “
#
´oos;L˚ , if i0 PL
˚
`phq;
oos;L˚ , if i0 PL
˚
´phq.
(6.16)
Since the action of φ on X is orientation-reversing, it follows that
ˇˇ
ev´1k,h1;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
os;h1
“
#
|ev´1k,h;L˚ppq|
˘
oos;h
, if i0 PL
˚
`phq;
´|ev´1k,h;L˚ppq|
˘
oos;h
, if i0 PL
˚
´phq.
(6.17)
Along with the independence of the signed cardinality in (6.13) of the choices of hi P rhisX with
iPL˚`phq and hiPrhisX´ qXφ with iPL˚´phq, this implies (3).
(2) Let i1, i2 P rls, h
1”ph1iqiPrls be the tuple of maps obtained from h by interchanging the i1 and
i2-components, and
Ψi1,i2 : Mk,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑMk,l`B;J, ν; qXφ˘
be the automorphism induced by the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i1 , z
´
i1
q and pz`i2 , z
´
i2
q.
Along with the interchange of the i1 and i2-components of h, it induces a bijection
Ψi1,i2;h : ev
´1
k,h;L˚ppq ÝÑ ev
´1
k,h1;L˚ph1qppq.
By Lemma 5.1(oos5), (6.16) with i0 replaced by i1, and (6.16) with L
˚ and i0 replaced by L
˚ph1q
and i2, respectively,
Ψ ˚i1,i2oos;L˚ph1q “ oos;L˚ .
Since the interchange of the i1 and i2-components of Mh respects the orientations oh and oh1 , it
follows that ˇˇ
ev´1
k,h1;L˚ph1qppq
ˇˇ˘
o
os;h1
“
ˇˇ
ev´1k,h;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;h
.
This establishes the invariance of the numbers (5.18) under the permutations of the components hi
of h.
(4) Since the proof of this statement is identical to the proof of the last statement of [5, Prop. 5.2],
we omit it.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. The functional (1.11) is specified by (1.17); the numbers on the right-
hand side of (1.17) are special cases of the invariants (5.21) arising from Proposition 5.2(1). Its
multilinearity and the vanishing property (1.12) are immediate from the definition of the invari-
ants (5.21). The symmetry property of (1.11), the divisor relation (1.13), and the vanishing in
the second case in Proposition 1.3(2) are direct consequences of (2), (4), and (3), respectively, in
Proposition 5.2, along with (5.23).
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It remains to establish the vanishing in the first case in (2). Let ψ PG be an automorphism of
pX,ω, φ; qXφq which restricts to an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of qXφ, h” phiqiPrls be a
G-invariant tuple of pseudocycles, as in Section 5.2, representing (multiples of) Poincare duals of
the cohomology classes rµi in (1.17), L˚“L˚phq be as in (5.16), and k be as in (1.6). Let
Ψ: Mk,l
`
B;J, ν; qXφ˘ ÝÑMk,l`B;J, ν; qXφ˘
be the automorphism induced by replacing the map component u in each tuple u as in (5.1)
with ψ˝u. Along with the orientation-preserving action (5.38), it induces a bijection
Ψh : ev
´1
k,h;L˚
ppq ÝÑ ev´1
k,h;L˚
ppq (6.18)
for every tuple p“ppiqiPrks of G-orbits of points in qXφ.
By the SpinPin 2a property in [7, Section 1.2], there is a natural free action of H1p qXφ;Z2q on
the set of OSpin-structures on qXφ which acts transitively on the set of Spin-structures for a fixed
orientation on qXφ. Thus, ψ˚os “ µ ¨os for some µ P H1p qXφ;Z2q. Since the degree B of each
element u of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq is p qXφ,Z2q-trivial, the pullbacks of g˚os and os by the restriction
of u to the fixed locus of the domain are the same. Along with Lemma 5.1(oos10), this implies that
Ψ˚oos;L˚ “ ´oos;L˚ .
Since the action of ψ on Xk is orientation-preserving if and only if k P 2Z, it follows that the
bijection (6.18) respects the signs of each point determined by oos;h and os if and only if k R 2Z.
Thus, ˇˇ
ev´1k,h;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;h
“ p´1qk`1
ˇˇ
ev´1k,h;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;h
.
We conclude that the signed cardinality ev´1k,l;hppq and the number (1.17) vanish if kP2Z. By (1.6),
kP2Z if and only if the last condition in (1.14) holds.
Remark 6.3 With the notation as in (5.14) and just below, let
Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq “  `u, pyiqiPrls˘PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls(.
If h is G-invariant and k as in (1.6) is zero, (6.18) restricts to a bijection
Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq´Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq ÝÑ Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq´Z‹k,h;L˚pB;J, ν; qXφq
between the sets of Z2-pinchable degree B maps meeting the pseudocycles hi. By the proof of the
last statement of Proposition 1.3, this bijection is sign-reversing. Thus, the signed cardinality of
the above set is zero. It follows that we can define the numbers (1.17) via (5.20), (5.18), and (6.13)
with the domain of the evaluation map evk,h;L˚ taken to be Zk,hpB;J, ν; qXφq if h is G-invariant.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let h” phiqiPrls be a tuple of pseudocycles into X and X´ qXφ, as
appropriate, representing (multiples of) Poincare duals of the cohomology classes µi, L
˚“L˚phq
be as in (5.16), and p”ppiqiPrks be a k-tuple of general points in qXφ. In light of Proposition 5.2(4),
we can assume that lPZ`. For a generic choice of pJ, νqPHω,φ
k,l;t1u, the space
Zh,p ”
 `
u, pyiqiPrls
˘
PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrls, evRi puq“pi @ iPrks(
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is a two-dimensional manifold. The orientations oos;L˚ of Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq, oh of Mh, and o of qXφ
determine an orientation oh,p on Zh,p as the preimage of p under the restriction of (5.15) to the
main stratum of its domain.
With the notation as in (5.3), define
ZRh,p “
 `
u, pyiqiPrls
˘
PMk`1,lpB;J, f
R ˚
k`1,l;k`1ν;
qXφqˆMh : `fRk`1,l;k`1puq, pyiqiPrls˘PZh,p(,
Z`
h,p “
 `
u, pyiqiPrls
˘
PMk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;l`1ν;
qXφqˆMh : `fk,l`1;l`1puq, pyiqiPrls˘PZh,p(.
The projections from Zh,p, Z
R
h,p, and Z
`
h,p to the first factor induce commutative diagrams
ZRh,p
fR
h,p

πR1 //Mk`1,lpB;J, f
R ˚
k`1,l;k`1ν;
qXφq
fk`1,l;k`1

Z`h,p
f`
h,p

π`1 //Mk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;l`1ν;
qXφq
fk,l`1;l`1

Zh,p
π1 //Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq Zh,p π1 //Mk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq .
Since πR1 and π
`
1 induce isomorphisms between the vertical tangent bundles of their domains and
targets, they pull back the orientations oRk`1 and o
`
k`1 of the fibers of fk`1,l;k`1 and fk,l`1;l`1 to
orientations oR and o` of the fibers of fRh,p and f
`
h,p, respectively.
We denote by oRh,p”o
Roh,p the orientation of Z
R
h,p induced by o
R and oh,p. Let o
`
h,p be the
orientation of Z`h,p which restricts to o
`oh,p on the subspace of maps from pP
1, τq with the marked
points z`1 and z
`
l`1 not separated by the fixed locus S
1ĂP1 and to the opposite orientation on the
complement of this subspace. In particular, the orientation o`h,p is preserved by the interchange of
the marked points z`l`1 and z
´
l`1. We denote by
evRk`1 : Z
R
h,p ÝÑ
qXφ and ev`l`1 : Z`h,p ÝÑ X
the maps induced by (5.4) and (5.5), respectively.
Let pP qXφ be another general point and SpĂX´ qXφ be a sphere in the fiber Np qXφ of a tubular
neighborhood N qXφ of qXφ in X over p. We denote the inclusion of Sp into X´ qXφ by ιp. By (5.20),
(5.18), and (6.13), @
µ1, . . . , µl
Dφ,os
B; qXφ “ ˇˇev´1k`1,h;L˚ppqˇˇ˘oos;h ,@
µ1, . . . , µl,PDX, qXφ`rSpsX´ qXφ˘Dφ,osB; qXφ “ ˇˇev´1k,hιSp ;L˚ppqˇˇ˘oos;hιSp . (6.19)
By (oos2), (oos3), (oos5), and (oos6) in Lemma 5.1,ˇˇ
ev´1
k`1,h;L˚ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;h
“
ˇˇ
tevRk`1u
´1ppq
ˇˇ˘
oR
h,p
,ˇˇ
ev´1k,hιSp ;L˚
ppq
ˇˇ˘
oos;hιSp
“
ˇˇ
tev`l`1u
´1pSpq
ˇˇ˘
o`
h,p
,oSp
.
(6.20)
As Sp shrinks to p, the elements of tev
`
l`1u
´1pSpq converge to maps from two-component domains
sending the marked point z`l`1 to p. The restriction of any such limiting map to one of the
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components is constant, and this component carries the marked points z˘l`1 only. The restriction to
the other component represents an element of tevRk`1u
´1ppq. We show below that there are precisely
two elements of tev`l`1u
´1pSpq near each element pu,yq of tev
R
k`1u
´1ppq if Sp is sufficiently small.
Furthermore, the signs of these two elements are the same as the sign of pu,yq. Along with (6.19)
and (6.20), this implies (2.15).
We denote by Br, Bθ P T1C the outward unit radial vector and the counterclockwise unit rotation
vector so that Bθ“ iBr. We identify a neighborhood of p in qXφ with Tp qXφ and a neighborhood of p
in X with Tp qXφ‘Np qXφ. Let u be a stable map representative for an element of tevRk`1u´1ppq so
that its map component u takes 1PP1 to p and its marked point z`1 is 0PC. Since p is a regular
value of evRk`1, the differential
TuZh,p‘R ÝÑ Tp qXφ, pξ, tq ÝÑ ξp1q`tpBθuq, (6.21)
of evRk`1 at pu, xk`1“1q is an isomorphism and d1u is injective. The sign of pu, x1q as an element
of tevRk`1u
´1ppq in (6.20) is the sign of the isomorphism (6.21) with respect to the orientation oh,p
on TuZh,p, the standard orientation on R, and the orientation o on Tp qXφ. Since the homomor-
phism (6.21) is an isomorphism and the differential
TuZh,p‘R‘R ÝÑ TpX“Tp qXφˆNp qXφ, pξ, t, sq ÝÑ `ξp1q`tpBθuq, 0˘`spBruq, (6.22)
of ev`k`1 is injective, the equation
ev`k`1
`
u1, z`l`1“p1`sqe
it
˘
P t0uˆSx (6.23)
has two solutions with u1 PZh,p near u and small ps, tq, one with să 0 and one with są 0, if the
radius of Sx is sufficiently small.
If să 0, the marked points z`1 “ 0 and z
`
l`1 are not separated by the fixed locus S
1ĂP1 of τ . In
this case, the orientation o`
h,p of Z
`
h,p at pu
1, z`l`1q is the opposite of the orientation of the left-hand
side of (6.22) given by the orientation oh,p and the standard orientations of the two factors of R
(with the first factor corresponding to Bθ and the second to Br). Furthermore, dz`
k`1
u1pBrq points
inward from Sx. If są0, the marked points z
`
1 “0 and z
`
l`1 are separated by S
1. In this case, the
orientation o`h,p of Z
`
h,p at pu
1, z`l`1q is the orientation of the left-hand side of (6.22) given by oh,p
and the standard orientations of the two factors of R. Furthermore, dz`
k`1
u1pBrq points outward
from Sx. Thus, the sign of pu
1, z`l`1q as an element of tev
`
l`1u
´1pSpq in (6.20) in either case is
the sign of the isomorphism (6.21) with respect to the orientation oh,p on TuZh,p, the standard
orientation on R, and the orientation o on Tp qXφ. We conclude that the sign of each of the two
solutions of (6.23) as an element of tev`l`1u
´1pSpq in (6.20) is the sign of pu, x1q as an element of
tevRk`1u
´1ppq in (6.20).
6.3 Proof of Proposition 5.6
We continue with the notation in the statement of this proposition and just above. For finite
sets K 1, L1 with |K 1|`2|L1| ď 2, we denote by Hω,φK 1,L1;G the set of pairs pJ, 0q with J P J
φ
ω;G. Let
L˚”L˚phq be as in (5.16), Kr, Lr, L
˚
r , Br for r“1, 2 be as in (5.59), and
M‹ “M‹k,l;L˚pB;J, ν;
qXφq.
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Since pS,Υq is admissible, |K1|`2|L1|ě3 and either K2 ‰H or L2 ‰H. We assume that there
exist ν 11 PH
ω,φ
K1,L1;G
and ν2 P H
ω,φ
t0u\K2,L2;G
so that every S admits an embedding as in (6.2) with
ν1“ f
˚
t0u\K1,L1;t0u
ν 11.
The first claim of Proposition 5.6(1) follows from standard transversality arguments, as in the part
of the proof of [5, Prop. 5.2] concerning the transversality on the subspaces of simple maps. The
second claim then follows from (5.33). By the proof of Lemma 5.8,
εL˚pSq ´ 2
ˇˇ 
iPL2pSq : dimhi“0
(ˇˇ
P t0, 1u
if S˚h,p;Υ‰H; see the second equation in (5.62) and on the following line. This establishes Proposi-
tion 5.6(2). We establish Proposition 5.6(3) below under the assumption that L˚2‰H. The L
˚
2“H
case then follows by the reasoning in the proof of [5, Prop. 5.7]. Since L˚2‰H, the image of S under
the forgetful morphism fk,l is contained in a codimension 1 stratum S
_ of M
τ
k,l. By Lemma 5.3,
we can also assume that the orientation ocS of NS used to define the orientation Boos;L˚”BocSoos;L˚
of S is oc;`
S
in the notation of Lemma 6.2.
For u P S, let
u1 PM1 ”Mt0u\K1,L1
`
B1;J, ν1; qXφ˘, u11 PM11 ”MK1,L1`B1;J, ν 11; qXφ˘,
u2 PM2 ”Mt0u\K2,L2
`
B2;J, ν2; qXφ˘, nd P P11,P12, S11 Ă P11,
Dφu “ D
φ
J,ν;u, D
φ
u1
“ DφJ,ν1;u1 “ D
φ
J,ν11;u
1
1
, Dφu2 “ D
φ
J,ν2;u2
be as above Lemma 6.2 and in Section 4.2. We denote by
C ” fk,lpuq P S
_ ĂM”M
τ
k,l, C1 ” ft0u\K1,L1pu1q PM1”M
τ
t0u\K1,L1
,
C11 ” fK1,L1pu
1
1q PM
1
1”M
τ
K1,L1
, C2 ” ft0u\K2,L2pu2q PM2”M
τ
t0u\K2,L2
the marked domains of the maps u, u1, u
1
1, and u2, respectively.
The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuS ÝÑ Tu1M1‘Tu2M2 ÝÑ Tupndq
qXφ ÝÑ 0, `ξ1, ξ2˘ ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq, (6.24)
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λupSqbλ
`
Tupndq qXφ˘ « λu1pM1qbλu2pM2q. (6.25)
The OSpin-structure os on qXφ determines orientations oos;L˚1 and oos;L˚2 of λu11pM11q and λu2pM2q
respectively; see Lemma 5.1. The S1-fibration in (6.3) determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λu1pM1q « λu11pM
1
1qbTndS
1
1 . (6.26)
Together with the orientation oRnd on its vertical tangent bundle Tu1M
v
1“TndS
1
1 , we obtain an
orientation roos;L˚1 ;u1 ” oRndoos;L˚1 ;u11 of λu1pM1q. We denote by oSos;L˚;u the orientation on λupSq
determined by roos;L˚1 ;u1 and oos;L˚2 ;u2 via (6.25).
We define δRpSq P t0, 1u as at the beginning of Section 4.2. The next lemma is deduced from
Lemmas 4.2 and 6.2 at the end of this section.
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Lemma 6.4 Let u P S. The orientations Boos;L˚ and o
S
os;L˚ of λupSq are opposite if and only if
δRpSq“0.
We take h1 and h2 to be the components of h as in the proof of Proposition 5.2 and
p1 P p qXφqk1 and p2 P p qXφqk2
to be the components of pPp qXφqk defined analogously. Let
Z1 “ Z
‹
t0u\K1,h1;L
˚
1
pB1;J, ν1; qXφqX`M1ˆMh1˘, Z 11 “ Z‹K1,h1;L˚1 pB1;J, ν 11; qXφqX`M11ˆMh1˘,
Z2 “ Z
‹
t0u\K2,h2;L
˚
2
pB2;J, ν2; qXφqX`M2ˆMh2˘.
We denote by
evh1 : Z1 ÝÑ p
qXφqk1 , ev1h1 : Z 11 ÝÑ p qXφqk1 , and evh2 : Z2 ÝÑ p qXφqk2 ,
the maps induced by (5.4). By (5.40), Remark 6.3, and (5.39),
deg
`
ev1h1 , oos;h1
˘
“
@`
PDXprhisX q˘ iPL1pSq
Dφ,os
B1pSq; qXφ;G,
deg
`
evh2 , oos;h2˘ “
@`
PDXprhisX q˘ iPL2pSq
Dφ,os
B2pSq; qXφ;G .
(6.27)
The forgetful morphism (6.3) induces a fibration fZ1 so that the diagram
Z1
fZ1

πZ //M1
fnd

Z 11
π
Z1 //M11
commutes. Since πZ induces an isomorphism between the vertical tangent bundles TZ
v
1 of fZ1 and
TMv1 of fnd, it pulls back o
R
nd to an orientation o
v
Z1
on the fibers of fZ1 . The orientations roos;L˚1 ,
oos;L˚1
, and oos;L˚2 on M1,M
1
1 and M2, respectively, and the orientations ohi of Hi, determine
orientations roos;h1 , oos;h1 , and oos;h2 of Z1,Z 11 and Z2, respectively. Since the dimensions of X and
Hi are even, the isomorphism
λu1pZ1q « λu11pZ
1
1qbTndS
1
1 (6.28)
respects the orientations roos;h1 , oos;h1 , and ovZ1“π˚ZoRnd.
For ruPS˚h, we denote by ru1 P Z1, ru11 P Z 11, ru2 P Z2
the images of ru under the projections induced by the embedding (6.2), the forgetful morphism (6.3),
and the decomposition
Mh «Mh1ˆMh2 .
The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TruS˚h ÝÑ Tru1Z1‘Tru2Z2 ÝÑ Tupndq qXφ ÝÑ 0, `ξ1, ξ2˘ ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq,
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of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λrupS˚hqbλ`Tupndq qXφ˘ « λru1pZ1qbλru2pZ2q.
Along with the orientations roos;h1 and oos;h2 and the orientation o of qXφ determined by os, this
isomorphism determines an orientation oS;h of S
˚
h. Since the dimensions of X and Hi are even,
Lemma 6.4 implies that ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Boos;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´p´1qδRpSq
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
. (6.29)
If S and Υ satisfy (S1Υ) above Proposition 5.6 with iPrks as in (S1Υ), let
K 11 “ K
1´tiu, L11 “ L
1, K 12 “ tiu, L
1
2 “ H, Υ1 “ Υ, 0 “ i .
If S and Υ satisfy (S2Υ) and SĂM
τ
k1,l1 as in (S2Υ), let
K 11 “ K1pSq, L
1
1 “ L1pSq, K
1
2 “ K2pSq, L
1
2 “ L2pSq
and denote by
π1 : S«M
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
ˆM
τ
t0u\K 12,L
1
2
ÝÑM
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
the projection to the first component in the second identification in (4.7). In this case,
ΥXS « Υ1ˆM
τ
t0u\K 12,L
1
2
ĂM
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
ˆM
τ
t0u\L12,L
1
2
for some Υ1ĂM
τ ;‹
t0u\K 11,L
1
1;nd
. The co-orientation ocΥXS on ΥXS in S induced by o
c
Υ is the pullback
by π1 of a co-orientation o
c
Υ1
on Υ1 in M
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
. Let
ft0u\K 11,L
1
1
“π1˝fk1,l1 : S
˚
h ÝÑ S ÝÑM
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
.
In both cases,
dimΥ1 “ dimΥ`1´|K
1
2|´2|L
1
2| (6.30)
and the forgetful morphism ft0u\K 11,L11 factors as
S˚h ãÝÝÑ Z1ˆZ2 ÝÑ Z1
ft0u\K1
1
,L1
1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
.
We define
fM“ ft0u\K 11,L11;0 : M
τ
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
ÝÑM
τ
K 11,L
1
1
.
If S and Υ satisfy (S2Υ), (2) and (3) in [5, Lemma 3.3] giveˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´
ˇˇ
MpevS;h,fk1,l1q,fp;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,π
˚
1 o
c
Υ1
|
ΥXS
“ ´p´1q|K
1
2|
ˇˇ
MpevS;h,ft0u\K1
1
,L1
1
q,fp;Υ1
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ1
;
(6.31)
the signed fiber products in the second and third expressions above are taken with respect to
p qXφqkˆS and p qXφqkˆMτt0u\K 11,L11 , respectively. The first and last expressions in (6.31) are the
same if S and Υ satisfy (S1Υ). Since the diffeomorphism
p qXφqk ÝÑ p qXφqK1ˆp qXφqK2
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respecting the ordering of the elements of K1 and K2 has sign p´1q
δRpSq, the definition of oS;h and
[5, Lemma 3.4] giveˇˇ
MpevS;h,ft0u\K1
1
,L1
1
q,fp;Υ1
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ1
“ p´1qδRpSq
ˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,ft0u\K11,L11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘roos;h1 ,ocΥ1deg`evh2 , oos;h2˘. (6.32)
By [5, Lemma 3.3(1)],ˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,ft0u\K11,L11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘roos;h1 ,ocΥ1 “ p´1qdimΥ1 deg`evh1 |f´1t0u\K11,L11pΥ1q, pf˚t0u\K 11,L11ocΥ1qroos;h1˘ .
By the sentence containing (6.28) and (3.6),
deg
`
evh1 |f´1
t0u\K1
1
,L1
1
pΥ1q
, pf˚t0u\K 11,L11
ocΥ1qroos;h1˘
“ deg
`
fZ1|f´1
t0u\K1
1
,L1
1
pΥ1q
, pf˚t0u\K 11,L11
ocΥ1qo
v
Z1
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , oos;h1
˘
.
Since ovZ1“π
˚
Zo
R
nd, [5, Lemma 3.2] gives
sru` fZ1|f´1
t0u\K1
1
,L1
1
pΥ1q
, pf˚t0u\K 11,L11
ocΥ1qo
v
Z1
˘
“ sru` ft0u\K 11,L11 , π˚ZoRnd, oRnd˘sft0u\K1
1
,L1
1
pruq` ocΥ1oRnd˘
“ sft0u\K1
1
,L1
1
pruq` ocΥ1oRnd˘
for a generic ruP f´1
t0u\K 11,L
1
1
pΥ1q.
Combining the last three equations with (6.30), we obtainˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,ft0u\K11,L11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘roos;h1 ,ocΥ1 “ ´p´1qdimΥ`|K 12| deg`fM|Υ1 , ocΥ1oRnd˘ deg`ev1h1 , oos;h1˘
“ ´p´1qdimΥ`|K
1
2| degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , oos;h1
˘
.
Along with (6.31) and (6.32), this givesˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
“ p´1qdimΥ`δRpSq degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , oos;h1
˘
deg
`
evh2 , oos;h2˘ .
Combining this equation with (6.29) and (6.27), we obtain (5.41).
Proof of Lemma 6.4. The differential of the forgetful morphism fk,l induces the first exact square
of Figure 5. The two spaces in the bottom row are oriented by oc;`
S
and oc;`
S_
with the isomorphism
between them being orientation-preserving. These orientations and the orientations oDos, oos;L˚ ,
and ok,l;L˚ determine the limiting orientations o
D;`
os on kerD
φ
u, o
`
os;L˚ on TuM
‹, and o`k,l;L˚ on
TCM, respectively. By (6.7), the middle row respects these orientations. The middle (resp. right)
column respects the orientations Boos;L˚ on TuS, o
`
os;L˚ on TuM
‹, and oc;`
S
on NuS (resp. o
`
S_;L˚
on TuS
_, o`k,l;L˚ on TCM, and o
c;`
S_
on NuS
_). Thus, the top row in the first exact square of
Figure 5 respects the orientations oD;`os on kerD
φ
u, Boos;L˚ on TuS, and o
`
S_;L˚
on TuS
_; see [5,
Lemma 6.3], for example.
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0
0

0

0 // kerDφu // TuS //

TCS
_ //

0
0 // kerDφu //

TuM
‹ //

TCM //

0
0 // NuS //

NCS
_ //

0
0 0
0

0

0

// TndS
1
1

// TndS
1
1

// 0
0 // kerDφu1 // Tu1M1 //

TC1M1
//

0
0 // kerDφu1 //

Tu11M
1
1
//

TC11M
1
1
//

0
0 0 0
0

0

0

0 // kerDφu //

TuS //

TCS
_ //

0
0 // kerDφu1‘kerD
φ
u2
//

Tu1M1‘Tu2M2
//

TC1M1‘TC2M2
//

0
0 // Tupndq qXφ

Tupndq qXφ //

0
0 0
Figure 5: Commutative squares of vector spaces with exact rows and columns for the proof of
Lemma 6.4
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The differentials of forgetful morphisms induce the second exact square of Figure 5. The two spaces
in the top row are oriented by oRnd as in Section 4.2 with the isomorphism between them being
orientation-preserving. The first real marked point of u1 is the node. By (oM1) in Lemma 4.1, the
right column thus does not respect the orientations oRnd on TndS
1
1 , ot0u\K1,L1;L˚1 on TC1M1, and
oK1,L1;L˚1
on TC11M
1
1 because
|K1| ` dimM
1
1 “ 2|K1|`2|L1|´3 R 2Z.
By (6.7), the bottom row respects the orientations oDos on kerD
φ
u1 , oos;L˚1 on Tu
1
1
M11, and oK1,L1;L˚1
on TC11M
1
1. By (6.26), the middle column respects the orientations o
R
nd on TndS
1
1 , roos;L˚1 on Tu1M1,
and oos;L˚1 on Tu
1
1
M11 if and only if |K1|P2Z because
dimM11 “ ℓωpB1q`2|L1|`|K1| and ℓωpB1q P 2Z.
Thus, the middle row respects the orientations oDos on kerD
φ
u1 , roos;L˚1 on Tu1M1, and ok1`1,l1;L˚1
on TC1M1 if and only if
1`dimkerDφu1`|K1| “ 1`3`ℓωpB1q`|K1|
is even. The last condition is equivalent to |K1|P2Z.
The short exact sequences (6.5) and (6.24) and the differential of the forgetful morphism fk,l induce
the third exact square of Figure 5. By (6.7), the short exact sequence of the second summands
in the middle row respects the orientations oDos on kerD
φ
u2 , oos;L˚2 on Tu2M2, and ot0u\K2,L2;L
˚
2
on TC2M2. Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph, this implies that the middle row
respects the orientations oDos‘o
D
os, roos;L˚1 ‘oos;L˚2 , and ot0u\K1`1,L1;L˚1 ‘ot0u\K2,L2;L˚2 because
|K1| `
`
dimkerDφu2
˘`
dimM1
˘
“ |K1|`
`
3`xc1pX,ωq, B2y
˘`
|K1|`2|L1|´2
˘
P 2Z.
By Lemma 6.2, the left column respects the orientations oD;`os , o
D
os‘ o
D
os, and the orientation
of Tupndq qXφ in os. By Lemma 4.2, the non-trivial isomorphism in the right column respects the
orientations o`
S_;L˚
and ot0u\K1,L1;L˚1 ‘ot0u\K2,L2;L
˚
2
if and only if δRpSq – k`1 mod 2. By the
definition of oSos;L˚ via (6.25), the middle column respects the orientations o
S
os;L˚ , roos;L˚1 ‘oos;L˚2 ,
and o. Combining these statements with [5, Lemma 6.3], we conclude that the top row respects
the orientations oD;`os , o
S
os;L˚ , and o
`
S_;L˚ if and only if`
k`1`δRpSq
˘
`pdimS_qpdim qXφq “ `k`1`δRpSq˘`3pk`2l´3´1q
is even. Comparing this conclusion with the conclusion concerning the top row in the first exact
square of Figure 5 above, we obtain the claim.
6.4 Proof of Proposition 5.7
Let L be a finite set. We denote by HωL;G the space of pairs pJ, ν
1q consisting of J P J φω;G and a
G-invariant Ruan-Tian perturbation ν 1 of the BJ -equation associated with M0,L if |L|ě3 and the
set of pairs pJ, 0q with J PJ φω;G otherwise. For B
1PH2pXq and ν
1PHωL;G, we denote byM
C
LpB
1;J, ν 1q
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the moduli space of (complex) genus 0 degree B1 pJ, ν 1q-holomorphic maps from smooth domains
with L-marked points and by
evi : M
C
LpB
1;J, ν 1q ÝÑ X, iPL,
the evaluation maps at the marked points. For IĂL, let oC;L be the orientation of M
C
LpB
1;J, ν 1q
obtained by twisting the standard complex orientation by p´1q|I|. Define
ΘIi : X ÝÑ X, Θ
I
i “
#
idX , if iRI;
φ, if iPI;
evI : MCLpB
1;J, ν 1q ÝÑ XL, evIpuq “
``
ΘIi pevipuqq
˘
iPL
˘
. (6.33)
We continue with the notation in the statement of Proposition 5.7 and just above and take
L˚”L˚phq as in (5.16). The co-orientation ocΓ of Γ inM
τ
k1,l1 and the orientation oos;L˚ of Lemma 5.1
induce an orientation pf˚k1,l1o
c
Γqoos;L˚ of MΓ;k,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq.
Fix a stratum SĂMΓ;k,lpB;J, νq of maps that are not Z2-pinchable. Let B0 be the degree of the
restrictions of the maps in S to the real component P10 of the domain and B
1 be the degree of their
restrictions to the component P1` of the domain carrying the marked point z
`
1 . Since B0 PH2pXq
φ
´,
B0 is G-invariant. Denote by L0, LCĂrls the subsets indexing the conjugate pairs of marked points
carried by P10 and P
1
`, respectively. Let IĂLC be the subset indexing the conjugate pairs of marked
points pz`i , z
´
i q of curves in S with z
´
i PP
1
`. Define
L˚0 “ L0XL
˚, L˚C “ LCXL
˚, L˚´ “ IXL
˚, h0 “ phiqiPL0 , hC “ phiqiPLC .
By (5.33) and (5.42),`
ℓωpB0q´2pk`codimCh0´|L0|q
˘
` 2
`
ℓωpB
1q´pcodimChC´|LC|q
˘
“ 2, (6.34)“
ΘIi ˝hi
‰
X
“
#
rhisX , if iPLC´pI´L
˚
´q;
´rhisX , if iPI´L
˚
´ .
(6.35)
For a good choice of ν, there exist νRPH
ω,φ
rks,t0u\L0;G
, νCPH
ω
t0u\LC;G
, and a natural embedding
ιS : S ãÝÝÑMR ˆMC”M
‹
rks,t0u\L0;L
˚
0
`
B0;J, νR; qXφ˘ˆMCt0u\LC`B1;J, νC˘ . (6.36)
If B0‰0, we also assume that there exists ν
1
R PH
ω,φ
rks,L0;G
so that the forgetful morphism
fnd : MR ÝÑM
1
R ”M
‹
rks,L0;L
˚
0
`
B0;J, ν
1
R;
qXφ˘ (6.37)
dropping the conjugate pair corresponding to the node nd is defined. If B1‰0, we similarly assume
that there exists ν 1CPH
ω
LC;G
so that the analogous forgetful morphism
fnd : MC ÝÑM
1
C ”M
C
LC
`
B1;J, ν 1C
˘
(6.38)
is defined.
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For an element u P S, we denote by u0 PMR and u` PMC the pair of maps corresponding to u
via (6.36). Let u10PM
1
R and u
1
`PM
1
C be the image of u0 under (6.37) if B0‰0 and the image of u`
under (6.38) if B1‰0, respectively. The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuS ÝÑ Tu0MR‘Tu`MC ÝÑ TupndqX ÝÑ 0,
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq,
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λupSqbλ
`
TupndqX
˘
« λu0pMRqbλu`pMCq. (6.39)
By Lemma 5.1, the OSpin-structure os on qXφ determines an orientation oos;L˚0 of λu0pMRq. This
orientation, the complex orientation of λpTupndqXq, and the orientation oC;L˚´ of λu`pMCq induce
an orientation oΓos;L˚;u of λup
rSq via the isomorphism (6.39).
With the notation as in (5.14), let
Sh “ Sevˆ fhMh, ZR “ pMRqevˆfh0Mh0 , ZC “ pMCqevIˆhCMfhC
be the spaces cut out by h, h0, and hC, respectively, and
evR : ZR ÝÑ p qXφqk, evR;nd”ev0 : ZR ÝÑ X, and evC;nd”ev0 : ZC ÝÑ X,
be the induced evaluation maps. The orientations oos;L˚0 of MR, oC;L
˚
´
of MC, and ohi of Hi
determine orientations oos;h0 of ZR and ohC of ZC via the evaluation maps ev as in (5.10) and ev
I
as in (6.33), respectively.
Lemma 6.5 (1) The orientations pf˚k1,l1o
c
Γqoos;L˚ and o
Γ
os;L˚ of λpSq are the same.
(2) The orientation ohC of ZC at ru PZC is the orientation induced by the complex orientation of
MCLpB
1;J, ν 1q and the orientations ohi of Hi via the intersection of the smooth maps
ev”
ź
iPLC
evi : M
C
LpB
1;J, ν 1q ÝÑ XLC and
ź
iPLC
 
ΘIi ˝hi
(
:MhC ÝÑ X
LC
if and only if |I´L˚´|P2Z.
Proof. The first statement holds for the same reasons as [5, Lemma 6.5]. The second statement
holds because the action of φ on X is orientation-reversing.
For ruPSh, let ru0 PZR and ru`PZC be the components of ru in the corresponding spaces. The exact
sequence
0 ÝÑ TruSh ÝÑ Tru0ZR‘Tru`ZC ÝÑ TupndqX ÝÑ 0 (6.40)
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λrupShqbλ`TupndqX˘ « λru0pZRqbλru`pZCq.
The orientations oos;h0 of λru0pZRq and ohC;L˚´ of λru`pZCq and the complex orientation of λpTupndqXq
determine an orientation oΓos;h of Sh via this isomorphism. Since the dimensions of Hi and X are
even, Lemma 6.5(1) implies thatˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“
ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
os;h
. (6.41)
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By Lemma 3.2, ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
os;h
“
ˇˇ
MevR;nd|ev´1
R
ppq
,evC;nd
ˇˇ˘
pev˚
R
okqoos;h0 ,ohC;L
˚
´
, (6.42)
where ok is the orientation of p qXφqk induced by os.
If B0‰0 (resp. B
1‰0), we also define
Z 1R “ pM
1
Rqevˆh0Mh0
`
resp. Z 1C “ pM
1
CqevIˆhCMhC
˘
and denote by ru10 PZ 1R (resp. ru1`PZ 1C) the image of ru0 (resp. ru`) under the forgetful morphism
fR : ZR ÝÑ Z
1
R
`
resp. fC : ZC ÝÑ Z
1
C
˘
(6.43)
dropping the marked points corresponding to the nodes. Let
ev1R : Z
1
R ÝÑ p
qXφqk
be the evaluation map induced by (5.4).
Since the projections πR and πC in the commutative diagrams
ZR
πR //
fR

MR
fnd

ZC
πC //
fC

MC
fnd

Z 1R
π1
R //M1R Z
1
C
π1
C //M1C
induce isomorphisms between the vertical tangent bundles of fR, fC, and fnd, they pull back the
orientations o`nd of the fibers of fnd to orientations o
`
R and o
`
C of the fibers of fR and fC, respec-
tively. If B0 ‰ 0, oos;L˚0 determines an orientation o
1
os;h0
of Z 1R. If B
1 ‰ 0, oC;L˚´ determines an
orientation o1
hC;L
˚
´
of Z 1C. Since the dimensions of X and Hi are even,
oos;h0 “ o
`
Ro
1
os;h0
“
`
π˚Ro
`
nd
˘
o1os;h0 and ohC;L˚´ “ o
`
Co
1
hC;L
˚
´
“
`
π˚Co
`
nd
˘
o1
hC;L
˚
´
, (6.44)
whenever B0‰0 and B
1‰0, respectively; see Lemma 3.1.
We first consider the case B0, B
1‰0. By (6.34), we can assume that either
ℓωpB0q “ 2
`
k`codimCh0´|L0|
˘
and ℓωpB
1q “
`
codimChC´|LC|
˘
`1, or (6.45)
ℓωpB0q “ 2
`
k`codimCh0´|L0|`1
˘
and ℓωpB
1q “ codimChC´|LC| ; (6.46)
otherwise, either ev1´1R ppq“H or Z
1
C“H for generic h,p.
Suppose that (6.45) is the case. This implies that ev1´1R ppq is a finite set of points ru1R. The fiber
of fR over each ru1R is the complement of finitely many points in P1´S1. The restriction of evR;nd
to ev´1R ppq extends to a smooth map
eR :MR ÝÑ X (6.47)
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over the natural compactification MR of ev
´1
R ppq. By Lemmas 5.1 and 3.1,“
eR
‰
X
“
ˇˇ
ev1´1R ppq
ˇˇ˘
o1
os;h0
B0 P H2pXq.
By (5.39) and the assumption that h is G-invariant,ˇˇ
ev1´1R ppq
ˇˇ˘
o1
os;h0
“
@
phiqiPL0
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G .
By (5.39), the evenness of the dimension of MR, Lemma 6.5(2), and (6.35),ˇˇ
MevR;nd|ev´1
R
ppq
,evC;nd
ˇˇ˘
pev˚
R
okqoos;h0 ,ohC;L
˚
´
“ p´1q|I´L
˚
´|
@
eR, pΘ
I
i ˝hiqiPLC
DX
B1
“
@
phiqiPLC , eR
DX
B1
.
(6.48)
Combining the last three equations with (6.41) and (6.42), we obtainˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“
@
phiqiPLC , B0
DX
B1
@
phiqiPrls´LC
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G . (6.49)
This is the last term in (5.43) with L1“LC and a choice of IĂL
1 so that IXLCpΓq is the subset
L˚´pΓqĂrl
1s defined in Section 4.3.
Suppose instead that (6.46) is the case. This implies that Z 1C is a finite set of points ru1C. The fiber
of fC over each ru1C is the complement of finitely many points in P1´S1. The restriction of evC;nd
to ZC extends to a smooth map
eC;B1 :MC;B1 ÝÑ X (6.50)
over the natural compactification MC;B1 of ZC. By Lemma 5.1,“
eC;B1
‰
X
“
ˇˇ
Z 1C
ˇˇ˘
o1
hC;L
˚
´
B1 P H2pXq.
By (5.39), Lemma 6.5(2), and (6.35),ˇˇ
Z 1C
ˇˇ˘
o1
hC;L
˚
´
“ p´1q|I´L
˚
´|
@
pΘIi ˝hiqiPLC
DX
B1
“
@
phiqiPLC
DX
B1
. (6.51)
Since h is G-invariant, the number (6.51) does not depend on the choice of B1 in GB1 and the sum
of the cycles (6.50) over these elements is G-invariant. Along with (5.39) and Lemmas 5.1 and 3.1,
the latter implies thatÿ
B2PGB1
ˇˇ
MevR;nd|ev´1
R
ppq
,evC;nd
ˇˇ˘
pev˚
R
okqoos;h0 ,ohC;L
˚
´
“
ÿ
B2PGB1
@
eC;B2 , phiqiPL0
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G, (6.52)
with the B2 summand on the left-hand side corresponding to B2 instead of B1. Combining the last
three equations with (6.41) and (6.42) and the first observation after (6.51), we obtainÿ
B2PGB1
ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“
ÿ
B2PGB1
@
phiqiPLC
DX
B2
@
phiqiPrls´LC , B
2
Dφ,os
B0; qXφ;G . (6.53)
This is the sum of the penultimate terms in (5.43) with L1 “ LC and a choice of I Ă L
1 so that
IXLCpΓq equals L
˚
´pΓq over all B
2 PGB1. Summing (6.49) and (6.53) over all possibilities for S
with B0, B
1‰0, we obtain the pB0, B
1q-sum in (5.43).
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We next consider the case B1“0 and thus B0“B. We can assume that
|LC| “ |LCpΓq| “ 2;
otherwise, either ev1´1R ppq“H or ZC“H for generic h,p. Let LC“ti1, i2u and eC as in (6.50) be
the restriction of evC;nd to ZC. By standard properties of (complex) GW-invariants, Lemma 6.5(2),
and (6.35), “
eC
‰
X
“ p´1q|I´L
˚
´|xpΘIi1˝hi1qXpΘ
I
i2
˝hi2qyΓ “ xhyΓ P H2˚pXq.
Combining this with (6.52), (6.41), and (6.42), we obtainˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“
@
phiqiPrls´LCpΓq, xhyΓ
Dφ,os
B; qXφ;G .
This is the second term on the right hand side of (5.43).
We finally consider the case B0“0 and thus dpB
1q“B. We can assume that k“k1“1 and L0“H;
otherwise, either ev´1R ppq “H or Z
1
C “H for generic h,p. Let eR as in (6.47) be the restriction
of evR;nd to ZR. By Lemma 5.1(oos9),“
eR
‰
X
“
“
pt
‰
X
P H0pXq.
Combining this with (6.48), (6.41), and (6.42), we obtainˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;os;h
“
@
phiqiPrls,pt
DX
B1
.
Summing this over all possibilities for S with B0 “ 0, we obtain the first sum on the right-hand
side of (5.43).
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